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1 SUMMARY
1.1 TEAM SUMMARY (MANAGEMENT)
Charger Rocket Works:
Propulsion Research Center
301 Sparkman Dr. NW, Huntsville, AL 35899
NAR/TRA Mentor: Mr. Jason Winningham
Computer Sys. Engineer, ECE Department, UAH
Rocketry Certification: Level 3 NAR:89526/TRA: 13669
Email: jason.winningham@uah.edu

Phone: 256.824.6132

Local NAR Section: Huntsville Area Rocketry Association, NAR #403
Local TRA Section: Phoenix Missile Works TRA #81
1.2

LAUNCH VEHICLE SUMMARY
The launch vehicle consists of a 3 ft. long, 6 in. diameter fairing on top of a 5 ft.
long, 4 in. diameter airframe. The system’s total mass upon liftoff is 39.7 lbm.
including propellant. This mass allows for the use of the 75 mm. Aerotech L1520
motor, with the RMS75/3840 case. The recovery system is dual-deploy, deploying a
drogue parachute at apogee and a larger main parachute at roughly 600 ft. during
descent. The rocket will use a commercially available system for recovery deployment
and an in-house built tracker.
1.3

PAYLOAD SUMMARY
The team elected to design and build the deployable rover as the scientific payload
portion of the project. The purpose of the rover is to deploy from the internal structure
of the rocket, autonomously drive at least 5 ft. away from the rocket, and to then
deploy a set of foldable solar panels. In addition to these design requirements, the
team has elected to design the rover in such a way that it will take pressure
measurements, temperature measurements, and images as it travels. The foldable
solar panels will have the ability to charge the payload’s battery and the battery
voltage will be recorded for the duration of the rover’s activity. The rover will use
accelerometer data as well as GPS measurements to locate its position and it will
transmit this data, as well as the pressure, temperature, battery voltage, and images
to a local ground station via radio. The rover will deploy the foldable solar panels by
using a linear gear, which slides the top 1/8 in. of the chassis open. The solar panels
will reside on the top part of the chassis, covered by a lid. This lid will be opened via
the action of a linear gear driven by a DC motor.
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2 CHANGES SINCE PROPOSAL
2.1

LAUNCH VEHICLE CHANGES
The length of the rocket was changed from roughly 6 ft. to approximately 8 ft.
due to increases in the length of the aft body tube, the fairing, and the forward body
tube as well as the ability to properly house the parachutes.
The material of the nose cone was changed from G-12 Fiberglass to 3D printed
ABS plastic. The fairing body tube was extended to fit the piston for deploying the
rover as well as the rover. The 4 in. diameter body tube was extended for the packed
parachute to fit. The recovery system switched from using eyebolts to using U-bolts
and the material of the coupler was changed from fiber glass to carbon fiber.
The motor was changed from a 1420 to a 1520 Motor. 4-40 bolts were added to connect
the fins and fin can as well as the fin can and body tube. The boat tail was removed
from the design. The body tube in the aft subsection was also increased in length. A
secondary centering ring was added to the aft section
2.2

PAYLOAD CHANGES
The most significant change is that the rover will employ an Arduino Mega
instead of designing and ordering a custom printed circuit board. Because of this, the
software will likely be developed in the Arduino IDE as opposed to Atmel Studio.
2.3

PROJECT PLAN CHANGES (MANAGEMENT)
Four team members have left for another project, and Andrew W. is now the
payload team lead. The October PMW launch was cancelled, so the team has shifted
the first subscale flight to the November launch.

3 LAUNCH VEHICLE (LV)
The purpose of this rocket is to deliver a rover to an altitude of 5,280 ft. safely and
reliably, then deploy the rover upon landing, ensuring that the payload remains
unharmed and free to move. To meet these goals, the team has set success criteria
that must be met in addition to those dictated by the Student Launch Handbook.

Figure 1. Launch Vehicle Overview

3.1

MISSION STATEMENT
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The 2017-2018 UAH CRW team competing in the NASA Student Launch
Initiative will deliver an autonomous roving payload to one mile above ground level
(AGL), and descend safely in order to reliably deploy the payload on the ground. Once
the payload is deployed from the vehicle, it will move at least 5 ft. from the rocket,
and deploy working solar panels. The entire system will be reusable and will focus on
flight safety and reliability. Safety will be the driving factor of the design in case of
unexpected problems. Redundancy will help mitigate the safety issues in case of a
system failure during flight.
3.2

SUCCESS CRITERIA
By meeting the following criteria, the team will successfully accomplish its
mission as stated above. The ability of this launch vehicle to meet these requirements
prior to launch will be predicted by using rocket simulation software, force analysis,
component testing, further research, and the data acquired via two subscale rocket
launches.
USLI Requirements:
1.

The vehicle shall deliver a payload to an apogee altitude of 5,280 feet above
ground level (AGL), but will not exceed 5,600 feet.

2.

The vehicle will carry a commercially available, barometric altimeter to be
used for official scoring.

3.

All recovery electronics shall be powered by commercially available batteries.

4.

Vehicle must be recoverable and same day reusable without repairs or
modifications.

5.

The vehicle will have no more than four sections during descent.

6.

Must be propelled by a single stage, commercially available solid motor.

7.

Vehicle must be capable of being prepared at launch site in no more than 2
hours, and for a minimum of 2 hours (more stringent than the 4 hour
competition requirement).

8.

The rocket will be launched by a standard, NASA provided 12 volt DC firing
system.

9.

The vehicle will require only the equipment provided by Range Services to be
launch capable.

10. The motor may not exceed an impulse 5,120 Newton-seconds (L class).
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11. The vehicle shall have a minimum static stability margin of 2.0 at the point of
rail exit.
12. The launch vehicle shall accelerate to a minimum velocity of 52 fps at rail exit.
13. The team will demonstrate a successful full-scale launch before FRR.
14. A subscale rocket launch will be performed that demonstrates the success of a
rocket with similar geometric and kinematic properties prior to CDR.
15. Any structural protuberance on the rocket shall be located aft of the burnout
center of gravity.
16. The launch vehicle will deploy two parachutes; one at apogee and one at 600
feet (main chute deployment altitude is specific to the CRWs requirements).
17. Each independent rocket section will land with a Kinetic Energy of less than
75 ft-lbf.
18. The recovery system electronics will be redundant, independent of payload
electronics, and independently powered.
19. Each altimeter will have an arming switch that can be locked in the ON
position that is accessible in launch configuration.
20. The rocket body separation joints are to be held by removable shear pins 21.
The position of all untethered vehicle sections is to be transmitted to a
ground receiver 22. The rocket will carry one payload that meets the team’s
payload selection criteria.
CRW Requirements:
1.

The rocket shall reach an apogee of 5,280 feet within +100 or -200 feet.

2.

The rocket shall fly on a motor smaller than the maximum allowable size but
be able to use the largest motor possible.

3.

The avionics coupler will provide a safeing mechanism that prevents altimeter
activation during vehicle assembly and rail mounting.

4.

There shall be redundant, increasing black powder charges in the event of
initial recovery system deployment failure.
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5.

The team shall purchase all motors from the same manufacturer to ensure
similar thrust curves.

6.

Safety Factor for fin flutter shall be a minimum of 1.50 to prevent excess
vibrations or potential instability for the fins.

7.

GPS Tracker signal will not impose a charge on the e-matches or interfere with
avionics.

8.

Airframe interfacing surfaces will be at least the length of the airframe
diameter

Figure 2. Launch Vehicle Component Breakdown

3.3

CURRENT DESIGN
Driven by the success criteria, along with various other trade studies, the team
has designed a rocket as outlined below. To facilitate an efficient and effective design
process, the launch vehicle team has been divided into three subsystems. The forward
subsystem is responsible for designing the upper airframe, payload fairing, and the
interface between the rocket and rover. The central subsystem is responsible for
recovery and avionics, including parachutes, tracking, and the coupler between the
upper and lower airframes. The aft subsystem is responsible for interfacing with the
motor and fins, and is therefore responsible for keeping an up-to-date simulation.
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3.3.1 Upper Airframe Design
The upper airframe consists of three major components: the 4-to-6 in. body tube
transition, the payload fairing, and the nose cone. Subcomponents in these elements
include the rover, the piston needed to deploy the rover from the fairing, the avionics
required to track the vehicle location, and a bulkhead to attach the 6 in. body tube to
the 4 in. body tube. The upper airframe is rendered in Figure 3 and the overall
dimensions shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Render of Upper Airframe

Figure 4. Drawing of Upper Airframe

Furthermore, Figure 5 seen below, shows a cross sectional cut through the
center of the upper airframe. At the far left, the nose cone is shown connecting to the
fairing body tube. Within the body tube lies a spatial representation of the rover,
taking up much of the forward section. Immediately following is the CO2 powered
piston lying within the coupler section of the transition. Following the piston is the
coupler with the threaded rod and bulkhead shown for securing the fairing to the
upper airframe.
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Figure 5. Cross-Sectional View of Upper Airframe

3.3.2 Nose Cone Design
The nose cone will be elliptical in shape in order to achieve a compromise of
several different requirements. The first of these requirements is due to
aerodynamics. The launch vehicle will be operating at subsonic speeds and therefore
a blunted shape, such as an ellipsoid, will provide acceptably small amounts of drag
due to a pressure field extending forward in front of the nose. This allows flow from
all angles to streamline around the nose of the rocket without inducing rotation in
the flow. The second requirement driving the shape of the nose is the deployment
method for the rover. The rover will be deployed from the fairing by way of a piston
located in the lower section of the fairing. This requires the nose cone to eject while
the launch vehicle is on the ground in possibly non-ideal scenarios. A blunt shape
allows for the nose cone to eject and not dig into the ground, which would effectively
stop proper rover deployment. This serves the dual purpose of protecting the nose
cone in the event that a strong gust of wind occurs after rover deployment. If the nose
cone was stuck in the ground or a tree, the gust of wind could possibly pull the launch
vehicle and break the nose cone. Lastly, the blunt shape allows for mass savings by
using less material in its construction.
The current version of the nose cone stands at 6 in. tall with a 2 in. shoulder,
and is 0.5 in. thick. A render of the nose cone is shown below in Figure 6. The shear
pins will be used to connect the fairing to the shoulder on the nose cone. Inside the
nose cone will be hollow except for a bulkhead at its base. The primary purpose of the
bulkhead will be to help ensure proper deployment of the rover; without the bulkhead
the rover may lodge itself in the nose cone or damage the nose cone. Padding will be
placed between the rover and the bulkhead to prevent any damage to the wheelbase
of the rover.
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Figure 6. Nose Cone

3.3.3 Nose Cone Path Forward
The team is currently researching different options for obtaining the desired
nose cone. The current plan is to 3D print the nose cone in-house. However, if this
proves too difficult to due within the mass constraints the team will have to look at
commercial options. Using a commercial nose cone would likely result in a change in
shape because nose cones of the desired fineness ratio are hard to produce from
fiberglass. This will also result in an increase in cost to the team.

3.3.4 Forward Body Tube
The forward body tube is the 6.17 in. diameter section whose purpose is to
house the piston assembly and payload. It extends from the transition section on the
aft end and ends at the nose cone. The coupler sections on the transition and nose
cone, along with 0.25 in. removable rivets, will hold the body tube to the rest of the
airframe and transfer the small amount of load needed to support the upper airframe
during flight. For fabrication, a solid 6 in. fiberglass body tube will be purchased and
cut to size using the CRW workshop band saw. After the body tube has been cut to
size, the edges will be appropriately sanded. This representation can be seen below
in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Fairing Body Tube

3.3.5 Transition Section
Throughout the design of the transition section, the team looked at two
primary design options. The first option used two bulkheads; one to fit in the 6 in.
section, and one in the 4 in. section. These two bulkheads would then be bolted
together, and use an aluminum brace between the two sections. The outer transition
piece would be 3D printed and purely aerodynamic, effectively being outside of the
load path. Couplers would be used to secure the lower and upper airframe body tubes
together. Although this design could work, it was decided that the design would be
much simpler to assemble if it were all a single 3D printed piece. This method would
take more work to design, but would be more efficient and reliable than having
multiple pieces composing the transition section. The forward coupler could also be
built into the design, further eliminating the need for another piece. To support the
load path through the ABS plastic, an aluminum insert may be added during the
printing process to direct the load path from one body tube to the next.
Representations of the transition piece can be seen in Figure 8 Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Transition Piece

Figure 9. Transition Piece Drawing

3.3.6 Coupler and Bulkhead Section
A bulkhead will be placed in the 4 in. body tube just aft of the transition section
and secured to the body tube. A 0.25 in. rod will connect the bulkhead and the
transition piece bolted on either end, keeping the two pieces in tension and holding
the sections together. The position of the bulkhead will leave space in the coupler
section to place the GPS tracker and other avionics if the need arises. A wireframe
diagram of the transition secured to the 4 in. section can be seen below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Transition with Bulkhead and Threaded Rod

3.3.7 Load Path
The solid transition piece made from ABS plastic poses a serious weight
problem. Estimated at 4.7 lbm., there is a significant need for weight reduction. When
material is removed by thinning out areas of the design, the structural integrity
comes into question. This will be looked at very carefully with FEA, as well as the
possibility of integrating the afore mentioned aluminum insert to connect the load
path from the 4 in. to 6 in. body tube to reduce failure modes.

3.3.8 Rover Deployment Design
The purpose of the rover deployment device is to deploy the rover out of the
fairing upon remote activation after landing. This is of high importance because a
failure in this portion will result in a failure to complete the overall mission. Several
different ideas were developed to achieve successful rover deployment, the first one
being a split fairing. The split fairing would have consisted of several separate pieces
of body tube that would separate upon receiving the signal after landing. This method
provided assured payload deployment as no obstacles could prevent it from opening
and the rover would easily be able to maneuver through the fairing pieces. However,
as the team tried to refine the design it became increasingly more complex to make
the design work within the constraints for mass and volume. Safety also became a
concern as it posed a higher risk of coming apart during launch. The next
intermediate option was to have the nose cone be ejected while pulling out a container
with the rover inside. This design was much safer than the split fairing, however it
began to pose issues with how to house the ejection system in front of the rover or
within the nose cone. This ultimately led to a piston being sought as an alternative.
Overall the piston design is much safer than the split fairing and also more feasible
than having a container pulled out with the nose cone. Since the piston does not have
to be connected to the rover to eject it, no container is necessary for the rover. This
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reduces overall complexity and saves on mass for both the upper airframe sub-team
and the rover sub-team.
The piston will use CO2 as the pressurizing gas. This decision was made due
to the relative ease of obtaining CO2 and its ease to work with in respect to testing.
Compared to black powder, CO2 is easy to clean up and should be less damaging to
the piston housing, which will help protect against degradation. CO2 cartridges are
also safer to handle compared to black powder, and an accident involving CO2 is less
likely to pose as serious of a risk to personnel as black powder accidents could.
Releasing the piston by spring was also considered, however CO2 proves to be the
safer option because handling a CO2 cartridge is safer than dealing with a powerful
mechanical spring. The amount of force required to push the rover out of the fairing
makes arming a spring in a small area more challenging and therefore more
dangerous. Since the spring and CO2 activated piston share the same release
mechanism (hot wire), the CO2 activated piston proves safer and just as reliable.
The plunger that pushes on the rover will be tethered to the base of the piston
cylinder. The plunger will rest against the rover to avoid having a sharp impact on
the wheelbase; padding will be added to further prevent damage. A view of the
plunger without padding can be seen in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11. Plunger for Piston

The plunger will have a 6 in. diameter and will push evenly across the
wheelbase of the rover. It is designed to sit flush on top of the piston casing in order
to keep contact with the rover to avoid possible damage.
The CO2 cartridge will be locked in place with a custom designed bracket
machined out of aluminum. This bracket can be seen below in Figure 12 and Figure
12. CO2 cartridges can be purchased with threading on the neck, therefore the bracket
is designed to have the cartridge screwed into it for horizontal positioning. The
17

bracket itself is then bolted down to the bottom of the piston to ensure no movement
throughout launch.

Figure 12. Back View of CO2 Bracket

Figure 13. Isometric View of CO2 Bracket
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The CO2 gas will be released from the cartridge by a small spike which
punctures the cartridge tip. The spike will be attached to a small spring capable of
producing a couple pounds of force. Research has shown that anywhere from 2-5 lbf.
is sufficient to puncture a CO2 cartridge provided the tip is sharp; however extensive
testing will occur to ensure the system has the appropriate force to consistently
puncture the cartridge. The spring will be released by a hot wire via remote
activation. To ensure that the spike stays in line with the tip of the cartridge, another
bracket will be made to go over the spike and part of the spring. Below, Figure 14
shows the configuration of the spring, spike, spike bracket, CO2 cartridge, and the
cartridge bracket.

Figure 14. Top-Down View of Piston

The entire assembly of the piston will sit at 6 in. in diameter and at a height
of 4.25 in. The height allows for padding to be placed between the rover and the
plunger in order to further protect against damage and to keep the two from moving
during ascent and descent. The piston can be seen in its assembled form in Figure 15
below.
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Figure 15. Complete Piston Assembly

3.3.9 Piston Path Forward
Further work needs to be done to refine the design of the piston. Stress analysis
needs to be performed to confirm proper sizing of all components along with analysis
to ensure guaranteed ejection of the rover; this includes determining the size of the
CO2 cartridge needed and the spring stiffness required. A 12 g. cartridge is the most
likely candidate. An anchor point for the tether between the plunger and piston base
has yet to be decided. Once appropriate sizing of the brackets and cartridge is
determined, the anchor point can then be best positioned to avoid interference with
the system. Once the design is robust enough the parts will be manufactured or
ordered and the configuration sent through extensive testing. A set of standard
operating procedures will be developed for the test process to ensure safety to those
testing and the equipment involved. Furthermore, a controller to activate the piston
must be decided upon along with development of the necessary code for it to work.
Lastly, in the event that the piston design fails to meet its stated goals, several
commercial options exist for CO2 ejection systems and could be purchased instead.
This would be a last resort as the team has set forth a requirement to design and
20

create as many in-house components as possible to both enhance our design efforts
and cut down on cost.

3.3.10 Coupler
The coupler subsection houses the recovery system avionics, the altimeter, and
the black powder charges that eject the vehicle sections containing the parachutes.
The coupler acts as an anchor point for the main and drogue parachutes. It is
constructed with a center ring to transfer thrust and drag forces along the perimeter
of the vehicle rather than through the avionics bay. It must also contain a safety
mechanism that prevents altimeter activation during vehicle assembly and launch
readying procedures.

3.3.11 Coupler Body
The coupler will be made from the same material as the body tubes of the
rocket, and purchased from the same manufacturer to ensure consistent material and
mating surfaces. It will be 12 in. long and have an outer diameter of 3.899 in. It will
have a 1 in. switch band that will provide 5.5 in. on either side to be mated with the
corresponding body tubes. The switch band will contain pressure equalization holes
to facilitate in both the recording of accurate altitudes with the altimeter, and the
transmission of data back to the ground. The switch band will be made from the same
body tube material, and epoxied to the coupler to ensure a constant outer diameter
and mating interface with the forward and aft body tube sections. The coupler section
will be sealed with bulkheads on either side to protect the avionics from the black
powder charges, and will be connected to the two body tube sections via shear pins on
the lower tube and removable rivets on the upper tube.
The fiberglass coupler bulkheads will be purchased from the same vendor as
the body tube, or as an alternative they may be machined from aluminum in the UAH
machine shop. The coupler bulkheads will be subject to the black powder charge
explosions and the forces associated with the recovery harness deployments. They
will serve as a bridge between the altimeters and e-matches used in the ignition
process for the black powder. Holes in the bulkhead will allow e-match wires to pass
through before they are sealed prior to flight. By allowing for the holes to be sealed
as part of the vehicle assembly process, it will make the process easier for primary
implementation with the coupler system and lower the precision required for
integration with the bulkhead compared to more permanent alternatives. Sealing the
holes also allows for unforeseen modifications to the arming process or overall
assembly. Custom charge wells will be 3D printed and fixed to the bulkheads. These
charge wells will incorporate a threaded body and a matching nut to secure it from
the inside of the coupler.
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A U-bolt will serve as an anchor point for the recovery system on the
bulkheads. Eyebolts were the initial selection; however, eyebolts can be unscrewed
by a twisting recovery harness. Therefore, the U-bolt was chosen to eliminate this
failure mode. The separation design was also made redundant by increasing black
powder charges for the drogue and main parachutes to guard against the event of
either a failed ignition or an inadequate blasting force. The drogue chute will be
programed to deploy at apogee, while the secondary main chute will activate at a
specified and tested altitude to minimize the energy of impact and the distance the
chutes could potentially carry the vehicle with wind currents. The rocket separation
points will be held together with shear pins.

3.3.12 Avionics Subsystem
The avionics will be mounted on a 3D printed ‘sled’, a stable platform running
along the length of the coupler. It will be held in place with two threaded rods
spanning from bulkhead to bulkhead. This gives adequate room for the sled to mount
the batteries, altimeters, and switch holders. Both the altimeters are required to
have their own independent power source as well as an independently activated
power switch. This system will use a commercially available bracket, shown in Figure
16, to house a single switch with a removable pull pin. This will prevent the arming
of the parachute deployment charges during vehicle assembly and transportation.

Figure 16. Switch Bracket

The switch bracket holds the switch perpendicular to the thrust and drag
forces to prevent in flight deactivation of the recovery system. The avionics will have
power provided by commercially available 9 V batteries that will be secured to the
sled with retention brackets and a security strap to prevent them from being
dislodged at any point in the flight or on impact.
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3.3.13 Aft Airframe Design
The aft airframe consists of the body tube, drogue parachute, recovery
retention bulkhead and hardware, thrust plate, motor and motor casing, centering
ring, fin and fin assembly, and motor retention harness. The recovery retention
bulkhead will be bolted through the body tube at four locations using 0.25 in. bolts.
This recovery bulkhead will act as the connection point for the drogue parachute. The
fins will not be bolted to the body tube in any way, but are an integrated part of the
centering ring. This allows for removal of the system to facilitate construction. The
centering ring will be secured to the body tube at four locations, parallel to the fins,
using 4-40 bolts. These locations will run along the outside of the fins, parallel to the
fins. The general dimensions can be seen below in Figure 17 and a rendered photo of
the aft airframe is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17. Aft Airframe Dimensions and Overlay
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Figure 18. Aft Airframe

The overall length of the aft airframe section will be 42 in. from the switch
band to the bottom of the motor. The length of this body tube section will, however,
only be 41 in. This leaves a 1 in. section of the centering ring that will protrude from
the bottom of the body tube. The aft airframe will consist of a 4 in. diameter G12
fiberglass body tube, which is discussed in further detail below. The aft section in
total will have a mass of 8.25 lbm., excluding the motor.

3.3.14 Body Tube
The aft body tube will be the housing location for the recovery retention
assembly and hardware, drogue parachute, motor assembly, centering ring, rail
buttons, and fin assembly. A general view of the aft body tube is shown below in
Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Body Tube Dimensions

The aft body tube will also be a 4 in. diameter tube made from G12 fiberglass.
This section of the body tube will be connected to the upper airframe via the switch
band. This section of the airframe will be 41 in. in length. There will be slots cut into
the bottom of the body tube to allow for the fins to slide into the tube. G12 fiberglass
was the material selected because its strength and relatively inexpensive cost
compared to other body tube options such as carbon fiber. The body tube fabrication
consists of drilling holes in order to mount the recovery retention bulkhead as well as
the centering ring assembly. With the fins being attached internally to the centering
ring, there will be no external brackets located to the lower half of the airframe.
Both designs considered for the lower airframe will use a 6 in. fairing to hold
the rover. In order to use a lower impulse motor, a 4 in. body tube was necessary to
minimize weight and drag. Additionally, by reducing the coefficient of drag and total
drag, the stress on the components is reduced, making the flight safer and more
reliable. Table 1 below shows the trade study comparing the 4 in. and 6 in. body tubes.
Table 1: Body Tube Diameter Selection
4 inch 6 inch
Maximum CD

5/5

3/5

Maximum Drag

6/6

3/6

Total Mass

7/8

4/8

Maximum Velocity

5/6

5/6

Total

23/25

15/25
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The current design for the rail buttons will be a circular 1515 button. The rail
buttons will be connected to the lower body tube by an offset stand. An alternative
design being considered is an airfoil rail button. The consideration for the airfoil rail
buttons comes from a reduced drag due to the flow of air over the buttons. This can
be seen in Figure 20 below.

Figure 20. Rail Button

3.3.15 Fin Design
The fin design consists of four trapezoidal shaped fins, spaced evenly 90° apart
on the aft airframe section. The fins will be bolted and secured to the fin can assembly
before being inserted into the aft body tube section of the rocket. A general overview
of the fin design is shown below in Figure 21 as well as the dimensions for the fin in
Figure 22. The overall goal of the fin design was to maximize aerodynamic stability.
The dimensions of fins were altered in order to help boost stability without changing
the overall design of the rocket. However, another derived goal was to have the fins
internally mounted and have no external brackets present on the outside of the body
tube. This posed a problem in terms of the drag placed on the fins as well as securing
the fins. This issue was solved by securely attaching the fins to the fin can, which is
discussed further in the fin mounting section of this document.
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Figure 21. Fin Design

Figure 22. Fin Design Dimensions

The fins will be constructed from G10 fiberglass sheets at 0.1875 in. thick. The
fiberglass design will allow for the fins to remain lightweight while also remaining
strong and rigid. Also, the cost of G10 fiberglass is relatively inexpensive and allows
for fin construction to be done in-house. This aspect allows for multiple sets of fins to
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be constructed in case one becomes damaged upon landing. Originally, a thickness of
0.125 in. was to be used for fin construction. However, that thickness was increased
upon the fin flutter speed analysis, which is displayed below. The increase to 0.1875
in. ensures there will be no problem with fin flutter during flight. Alternatively, the
idea of 3D printing the fins was considered, however, this proved to be inefficient.
The rigidity and overall strength of a 3D printed fin wasn’t sufficient.
One of the main issues that arises when dealing with fin design is fin flutter.
The dimensions of the fins were optimized in order to increase the speed at which fin
flutter occurs. Using the value of a tip chord length (𝑐𝑡 ) of 2 in., a root chord length
(𝑐𝑟 ) of 8 in., a height (b) of 3.5 in., a thickness (t) of 0.1875 in., as well as knowing the
altitude at which max velocity is reached (h), the Mach number for fin flutter can be
calculated. These equations are displayed below.
The fin design trade study is shown below in Table 2. For this trade, a few
different options were to be considered. The first of which was the decision between
using a trapezoidal fin set or a concentric ring fin. The trapezoidal fin set proved to
be the best option for the vehicle. The ring fin option was an interesting concept that
was considered, and still may be tested during a subscale flight to measure its effects
on stability. While the concentric ring fin could boost stability and help reduce fin
flutter, the weight, replaceability, and manufacturing ease were the major downfalls.
The ring, which would be attached to the fins, would have to be epoxied which does
not allow the part to be easily replaced in comparison to a trapezoidal fin set.
Once the trapezoidal fin set was chosen, the next study was over the
advantages and disadvantages of using either three fins or four fins. While this study
did not affect the values of replaceability, manufacturing, or centering ring
integration, it did affect weight, stability, and rigidity. This study was conducted and
it was proven that the four fin option was better due to increased stability, as well as
rigidity both during flight and upon landing impact.
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Table 2: Fin Design Trade Study
3 Fins 4 Fins Concentric Ring Fin Trapezoidal
Stability

5/8

6/8

7/8

6/8

Strength/Rigidity

4/7

5/7

6/7

5/7

Centering Ring Integration

4/5

4/5

3/5

4/5

Manufacturing Ease

5/7

5/7

3/7

5/7

Weight

3/5

2/5

1/5

3/5

Replaceable

8/9

8/9

6/9

8/9

Total

29/41

30/41

26/41

31/41

*Score = (Given score/weight), Total = (score total/weight total)
Once the fin design was discussed and selected, the next trade study was to
figure out which materials the fins would be constructed from. The two options that
were discussed were using 3D printed fins with metal inserts and cutting the fin
shape from a G10 fiberglass sheet. For this study, the most important aspects of a
successful fin design were strength, rigidity, and manufacturing ease. Both options
were similar in terms of weight and replaceability, making that portion of the study
less significant. While the 3D printed fins would be a viable option for a subscale
flight, the strength of this method was questionable for a full-scale flight. Also,
cutting the fins from G10 fiberglass would be easier to manufacture. Overall, G10
fiberglass proved to be the superior option for both the subscale and full-scale flights.
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Table 3: Fin Material Trade Study
3D Printed with Metal Inserts G10 Fiberglass
Lightweight

3/5

4/5

Strength/Rigidity

4/7

6/7

Replaceable

7/9

7/9

Manufacturing Ease

5/8

7/8

Total

19/29

24/29

*Score = (Given score/weight), Total = (score total/weight total)
Using a shear modulus (G) of 425 ksi, a 𝑉𝑓 value was computed to be 2118.85
ft./sec, which translates to a Mach number of 1.8818. This value is well in the safe
zone in terms of fin flutter speed. The current Mach speed achieved turning
simulation was 0.56. These formulas and results are shown below in Equations 1
through 7.

𝑆=

1
(𝑐 + 𝑐𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑏
2 𝑟
𝐴𝑅 =
𝜆=

𝑏2
𝑆
𝑐𝑡
𝑐𝑟

(1)
(2)
(3)

𝑇(℉) = 59 − 0.00356 ∗ (𝑀𝑉)

(4)

𝑙𝑏𝑠
𝑇 + 459.7 5.256
𝑃 ( 2 ) = 2116 ∗ (
)
𝑓𝑡
518.6

(5)

𝑎 = √1.4 ∗ 1716.59 ∗ (𝑇(℉) + 460)

(6)

𝐺
𝑉𝑓 = 𝑎 ∗
3
√ 1.337 ∗ 𝐴𝑅 ∗ 𝑃(𝜆 + 1)
𝑡
2(𝐴𝑅 + 2)(𝑐 )3
𝑟

(7)
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3.3.16 Motor Selection
The open-source program Open Rocket was used to select the motor as the rocket design
developed. The motor was selected in order to meet the stability, altitude, and total impulse
requirements set by NASA. The masses of each section were determined with a miscellaneous
mass gain included as a buffer. With the total mass of the rocket being lower, a smaller motor was
determined to be sufficient. Launch day’s conditions were also taken into account for these
simulations in Open Rocket. The conditions from launch day over the past 10 years were averaged
and used for this simulation with a wind speed of 5.5 miles per hour and a temperature of 61.4 °F.
The motor selected is an Aerotech L1520T-P. The thrust at rail exit is 355.2 lbf. while the
total mass of the vehicle is 39.7 lbm. This data results in an 8.91 thrust to weight ratio off the rail,
which is sufficient for meeting the requirements. The motor casing selected is an RMS 75/3840,
which fits inside the fin can to help ensure that the motor remains centered inside the rocket. The
major advantage of using this casing is its ability to house a 3 or 4 grain motor. The current design
is for the 3 grain plus a spacer to fill in the rest of the casing. If the design changes beyond the
capabilities of the L1520T-P motor, the casing has the capability of housing a more powerful 4
grain motor without making any structural design changes. This could prove to be an extremely
valuable contingency. Table 4 below shows the comparison between the considered motors.
Table 4. Motor Comparisons

Motor

Aerotech L1300R-P Aerotech L1420R-P Aerotech L1520T-P

Stability

1.89 cal.

2.0 cal.

2.36 cal.

Altitude

6341 ft.

6604 ft.

5244 ft.

Total Weight

10.77 lbs.

10.06 lbs.

8.05 lbs.

Ballast Required?

Yes

Yes

No

The current motor accounts for 20% of the baseline mass. The motor selected was
determined based on the initial mass of the rocket with no motor. With the Aerotech L1520T-P
the rocket is meeting the altitude requirement of 5280 ft. The decision was made not to use a larger
motor because ballast would be required to add weight and lower the altitude. A lower motor
allows for a lower environmental impact and avoiding additional risk that comes with a larger
motor. Table 5 below shows the trade study for choosing between the four considered motors.
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Table 5: Motor Selection Trade Study
L1150 L1520 L850 L1390
Apogee Without Ballast

1/5

4/5

5/5

2/5

Velocity Off the Rod

3/8

8/8

1/8

7/8

Maximum Velocity

2/5

4/5

5/5

2/5

Ballast Required to reach 5,280 ft.

0/7

4/7

6/7

2/7

Total

6/25

20/25

17/25

15/25

*Score = (Given score/weight), Total = (score total/weight total)
The motor selection is primarily driven by the rocket’s mass and the USLI
requirement for velocity off the rod. However, another contributing factor is the
ballast necessary to reach the correct altitude. The L1520 was chosen because its
altitude it greater than the target, meaning the team can still use it if mass increases
unexpectedly. Additionally, the regressive thrust curve means that the velocity off
the rod is greater than required.

3.3.17 Motor Retention
The motor will be screwed into the centering ring so it will be secured to the
rocket. The motor will fit inside the fin can with its casing prior to being inserted into
the rocket to ensure that there are no alignment issues. Once the motor is in the fin
can, the whole unit will be inserted into the body tube, then screwed into the aft
bulkhead. There will be a small hole in the aft bulkhead that the motor will be bolted
to.
The motor mounting/centering ring trade study is shown below in Table 6. For
this study, two of the most common methods of accomplishing this task were
compared. These methods were 3D printing centering rings with a composite insert
and using the CNC to machine the part. This trade consisted of six of the most
important aspects when considering the part. While all six are important, the trade
was weighted such that strength, manufacturing ease, and fin integration were the
most valuable. Since the centering ring also acts as a method of fin mounting, the
strength of this part was of upmost importance due to fin drag. Overall, the 3D
printed method was chosen to be the best fits for the given needs. In-house
manufacturing and full control over the design makes producing the part easier. With
that aspect, the fin integration process becomes somewhat of an easier task.
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Table 6: Motor Mounting/Centering Ring Trade Study
3D Print/Composite CNC
Overall Strength

5/8

6/8

Weight

6/7

3/7

Manufacturing Ease

6/7

5/7

Price

2/4

3/4

Fin Integration

4/6

4/6

Removable Assembly

4/5

4/5

Total

27/37

25/37

*Score = (Given score/weight), Total = (score total/weight total)

3.3.18 Fin Mounting
The fins will be mounted to the fin can/centering ring (FCR) which is described
with more detail in the centering ring/fin section. The fins are designed to slide into
slots cut into the FCR. The fins will be securely attached to the fin can assembly using
4-40 bolts. This configuration is designed to withstand any fin flutter as well as the
drag force on the fins. Figure 23 shows the fins attached to the fin can.
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Figure 23. Fins and Fin Can Design

3.3.19 Centering Ring/Fin Can
The FCR is designed to keep the motor centered within the aft body tube. It
serves the dual purpose of being the fin mounting point. The FCR consists of the
following features: thrust plate, alignment tabs, and fin slots. It is designed to be able
to slide in and out of the aft body tube with the fins still attached. This was done to
meet one of the team’s derived requirements. This requirement was to allow easy
access to the FCR to make repairs post flight and for use as a display. The fin can will
be mounted in the aft body tube using 4-40 bolts. These bolts will also be used to help
maintain the shape of the body tube while it is under load and prevents it from bowing
in or out. The overall design is shown in figures below.
The thrust plate will take the load produced by the motor thrust. The thrust
plate is an aluminum ring that is the first component in the motor’s load path. It
transfers the thrust of motor to the airframe, so it must be one of the strongest
components on the rocket. The thrust plate will also consist of an aluminum plate
held on by the motor. The alignment tabs serve two purposes; the first purpose is to
slide into the aft body tube allowing the bolt holes on both the body tube and the fin
can to align. The second feature of the fin can is the fin slots. These are designed so
that the fins slide into the slots and can then be bolted into place. Cavities are cut out
surrounding the slots. This was done to help limit the amount of material used as
well as to limit the weight of the rocket while still maintaining structural integrity.
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A secondary centering ring will be used to help with alignment of the motor during
installation into the rocket.

Figure 24. Fin Can Location

Figure 25. Centering Ring/Fin Can Design
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Figure 26. Secondary Centering Ring

Figure 27. Detailed Dimensions of the Thrust Plate
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Figure 28. Secondary Centering Ring Dimensions

The FRC is made out of high strength ABS plastic. This material was chosen for
its light weight and high strength. Another reason for this option was so the team
could 3D print the part in-house. This manufacturing process was chosen due to the
time it takes to make the part and because of the low cost of iterating the design. A
quick process is necessary in order to have a timely turnaround in the event of
damaging the part during flight.
3.4

RECOVERY SYSTEM
The launch vehicle will use a dual-deploy recovery system in order to avoid drift
during descent while still maintaining a safe kinetic energy. In order for the recovery
system to deploy at the desired moment an altimeter will be used. The altimeter will
be used to set off black powder charges once the rocket reaches pre-determined
altitudes. The altimeter and the black powder charges will be located in the avionics
bay in the central coupler of the rocket. This will be held together with the use of
shear pins. The black powder charges will shear the pins holding the airframes
together and pull the packed parachute out, allowing it to be opened for descent. The
first charge is designed to trigger at apogee and will be used to disconnect the lower
airframe and the avionics section. Only the drogue parachute will be deployed at
apogee to allow the rocket to gain stability and slow down before the main parachute
deployment. Currently, the main parachute is designed to deploy at 600 ft. above
ground level. Once again, as the altimeter reads the correct altitude, it will ignite the
second black powder charge between the upper airframe and the coupler to allow the
main parachute to deploy. Once the main parachute is deployed, the system will slow
to a rate that will safely land the launch vehicle within the competition requirements.
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3.4.1 Components
There are several components to the recovery system since the design features
a dual deploy configuration. As stated above, there will be two parachutes including
the smaller drogue and the main parachute. These parachutes are released using
black powder charges which are ignited using e-matches and altimeters. Other
components include the avionics, which are discussed later in this section.

3.4.1.1 Drogue Parachute Recovery Harnessing
The drogue parachute will be attached to the aft section of the rocket on the
motor retention bulkhead and the avionics bay on the coupler bulkhead. The
connection point to the lower airframe will be to motor retention bulkhead so that the
load will be transferred back to the motor casing. The connection to the avionics bay,
however, will use an eyebolt on the bulkhead closest to the motor to allow the drogue
to be secured to the coupler section after deployment. The drogue parachute is
connected to the sections using 1 in. nylon shock chord. The total length of the shock
chord for the drogue chute will be 50 ft. so that when the rocket sections are falling
under drogue, they will be staggered so that they do not contact each other below the
parachute. Figure 29 below shows the layout of the rocket components during their
descent under drogue.

Figure 29. Rocket Components Under Drogue
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3.4.1.2 Drogue Parachute
The drogue parachute selected for the system is the Fruity Chutes CFC-18
drogue parachute which has a surface area of 1.77 ft2. This parachute will be deployed
at apogee to slow the descent velocity down before the main parachute is deployed.
The drogue will also help stabilize the rocket while falling and will keep the launch
vehicle from tumbling before the main parachutes are deployed. By using a smaller
drogue, the system will initially fall faster than it would under main and will keep
the system within the drift requirement. Since the drogue slows down the descent
velocity, the loads on the main parachute connections will be decreased as the main
is deployed. The rocket will descend under the drogue until about 600 ft. AGL. The
terminal velocity under drogue was determined to be 62.2 ft/s using Equations 8 and
9 with a conservative mass of 40 lbm. for the whole vehicle (after motor burn).
1
𝐾𝐸 = 𝑚𝑣 2
2

(8)

(9)

8𝑚𝑔
𝐷= √
𝜋𝜌𝐶𝑑 𝑣 2

When deciding which drogue parachute should be used in the system, it was
important to consider the coefficient of drag, the weight of the parachute, and the
shroud line length as specified by the vendor. Other minor factors which played into
the trade study were flight heritage and drift due to the drogue. Table 7 below
summarizes the selected trade for the drogue parachute below. Ultimately, the 18 in.
Fruity Chutes was selected because it has a fairly high drag coefficient for a drogue
parachute while still minimizing drift. This parachute was also notably more
lightweight than the other commercially available options.
Table 7: Drogue Parachute Trade Study

Fruity Chute 18” CFC-18

Sky Angle Cert-3 Drogue

Coefficient of Drag

5

3

Weight

5

2

Shroud Line Length

4

5
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3.4.1.3 Main Parachute Recovery Harnessing
The main parachute is located in the upper airframe and is connected between
the payload fairing and the upper bulkhead on the avionics bay coupler as shown in
Figure 30. When the second black powder charge is ignited, the shear pins that are
located between the fairing and the upper airframe will shear off and the main
parachute will be pushed out of the upper airframe. The wind will then inflate the
parachute and the vehicle will start to have a slower descent speed. The main
parachute is connected to the upper bulkhead on the avionics coupler with the use of
an eyebolt that protrudes from the housing. The main parachute will then be
connected to the fairing bulkhead located at the smaller section of the fairing which
descends into the upper airframe. This bulkhead will also have an eyebolt protruding
from the surface, allowing the shock cord to be connected to it. The shock cord will be
used for the main parachute will be a 1 in. tubular nylon cord similar to the drogue
parachute. The nylon will allow some ductility in the cord to allow for lower loads on
the connection points to the rocket body. The drawback of the nylon is that nylon cord
does not pack as tightly as Kevlar cording. However, there is sufficient volume in this
section so this should not prove to be an issue in this design. The shock cord will also
be inspected after each flight to determine if it is okay to be used again.
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Figure 30: Rocket Components Under Drogue and Main

3.4.1.4 Main Parachute
The main parachute selected for the rocket system is the Fruity Chutes 96 in.
Iris Ultra. The surface area of this model is listed at 33 ft2 with a coefficient of drag
of 2.2. With the given parameters for this parachute, the terminal velocity under
main was found to be 14.39 ft/s using Equations 8 and 9. This parachute is
particularly important for meeting the kinetic energy requirements that were given
for the project. It was determined that to meet the 75 ft-lbf requirement, the
parachute must be at least 31 in., therefore this parachute exceeds the requirement.
There were various parachutes analyzed with different coefficients of drag,
however it was determined that the Fruity Chutes would have the most reliable
presented numbers. It also has the advantage of being especially lightweight with a
minimal packing volume. Another important factor in the trade study was the shroud
line length which is specified by the vendor to ensure that the parts of the rocket do
not get tangled up during descent. Other minor factors that played into the trade
study were flight heritage and drift due to the main.
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3.4.1.5 Recovery Retention
The recovery retention will be connected to a bulkhead made of 0.5 in. thick
aluminum and a U-bolt. The bulkhead must support the aft section and will be
connected to the body tube by four screws. The U-bolt was chosen as the recovery
harness connection because it allows for the load to be distributed across the
bulkhead with two points rather than at a single point as with an eyebolt. By using
a U-bolt, there will be less of a straight shock to the lower body tube that could have
been caused by a concentrated stress at a single point. The other advantage of using
a U-bolt as the recovery connection is that it will not become accidentally unscrewed
by the recover harness twisting.

Figure 31. Bulkhead with U-bolts

The U-bolt will be purchased with the mounting plate, but can be removed if
not needed because of the current thickness of the bulkhead. The bulkhead and the
U-bolt will both be made of aluminum in order to add weight to the rocket while still
allowing for the retention system to be strong enough to be effective. Stress and
strength analysis will be done on the system in order to ensure that it will meet the
requirements to support the parachutes.
Table 8: Recovery Harness Connection Trade Study

Eyebolt

U-bolt

Connection points

1

2

Load

Single

Distributed

Security

Twisting allowed No twisting
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3.4.1.6 Avionics
CRW will be using tw0 PerfectFlite StratoLoggerCF altimeters powered by
commercially available 9 V batteries for redundancy. These altimeters measure
distance AGL based off changes in barometric pressure. Because of this, two holes
will be drilled into the body of the rocket so readings can take place. For battery
preservation, the altimeters will be activated using a normally closed microswitch
with a pull pin configuration that is run through one of the two pressure sensor holes.
Another benefit to the pull pin configuration is to prevent ejection charges from
detonating during the assembly of the rocket. To ensure that the switches do not turn
the recovery electronics off during flight from external forces, they will be oriented
perpendicular to the rocket. Figure 32 shows the altimeters to be used in the rocket.

Figure 32: PerfectFlite StratoLoggerCF Altimeter

The primary altimeter will send a charge to an electronic match (e-match) at
apogee to detonate a black powder charge which will deploy the drogue parachute.
The same altimeter will then detonate another black powder charge at 600 ft. AGL
to deploy the main parachute. The secondary altimeter will send a charge to an ematch one second after apogee and then another at 550 ft. AGL in order to deploy the
drogue and main parachutes respectively if the primary fails.
Three altimeter options were considered: the StratoLoggerCF, the Raven 3,
and the Stratologger SL100. The StratoLoggerCF has a compact footprint and is
already available to CRW as there are modules from previous teams. If one of the CF
modules happens to get damaged, there are numerous backups. In the instance that
all are destroyed, the CF costs less to replace than buying a Raven 3. The Raven 3
has additional features that the Stratologgers do not come equipped with, such as an
accelerometer. The tradeoff is that the Raven 3 is more costly. CRW also has old
Stratologger SL 100s which have a few more capabilities than the CF, but also have
a larger footprint and are out of production. Since the SL 100s cannot be purchased,
if the CRW's current modules were to break, a redesign with a new altimeter would
have to occur. This leaves the SL 100 as a less viable option.
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Table 9. Altimeter Trade Study

Cost
Capabilities
Storage
Footprint
Total

Stratologger CF

Raven3

Stratologger SL 100

4
3
4
4
16/20

1
5
2
5
13/20

1
4
4
3
12/20

3.4.2 Tracking
Multiple tracking options are used in high powered rocketry. There are
inexpensive options with minimal capabilities that are proximity based. These types
of trackers emit a sound loud enough to hear from a distance, giving the person
recovering the rocket an idea of where it may be. Alternatively, there are more
expensive trackers that transmit GPS coordinates via an RF module to allow for a
more precise and effective method of locating the rocket. Because there is a strict
2500 ft. radius, the chance of not being able to hear a siren based tracker is high.
Since that is the case, CRW will be using an RF module transmitting GPS coordinates
to the ground station in order to retrieve the rocket. Previous CRW teams have
developed and refined a custom GPS tracking device using an XBee Pro RF Module
paired with an Antenova GPS chip shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: CRW Tracking Module

For tracking options, a Transolve BeepX, the CRW Tracker, and a BeeLine
GPS tracker were all considered. The Transolve BeepX is an inexpensive proximity
based tracker. These trackers work by emitting a loud sound. If the sound is getting
louder to the ear, the member is approaching the rocket, if it is getting quieter the
team member is moving away. Most of its battery power goes towards emitting sound
and is thus likely to die after the competition flight. The CRW Tracker is a free
tracker option as it was developed in a past year’s SLI challenge. Since it has been
used previously, there are successful test cases of its performance. The tracker uses
an Antenova GPS chip and an Xbee RF module to transmit the GPS sentences to a
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ground station to assist in identifying the rocket’s location. The last option considered
was the BeeLine GPS Tracker. The BeeLine is similar to the CRW Tracker, but has
more built in features. The tradeoff is that the BeeLine is much more expensive.
Table 10: Tracker Trade Study

Cost
Effectiveness
Reliability
Total

Transolve BeepX
4
2
4
10/15

CRW Tracker
5
4
4
13/15

BeeLine GPS
1
4
4
9/15

The CRW tracker is the option that the team will be using in this year’s rocket
not only to cut down cost, but also because of its success in the past. The vehicle will
descend in a single tethered piece, so only one tracker will be on the rocket. However,
an additional tracker will be on board the rover payload. These trackers will be
powered by a commercially available CR123 battery, and will act independently of
other systems. To conserve battery life, CRW is using a normally closed momentary
switch, shown in Figure 34, so that the tracker is not receiving power until the RBF
pin is removed.

Figure 34: Normally Closed SPDT Microswitch

Currently, a mounting device is being developed in order to secure the tracker
inside of the transition section of rocket. This mounting device will likely be
manufactured using 3D printing in-house.
3.5

MISSION PERFORMANCE
The flight simulation and predictions were conducted using the open source
program Open Rocket. An initial model was built with an overridden mass and
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general approximations. Over time, the mass and dimensions were edited such that
the model would accurately represent the projected rocket. The estimation was
largely over estimated, and therefore called for a motor reduction from the L1420 to
the L1520. For the Open Rocket simulation, a list of the weather conditions on launch
day over the last 10 years was collected and shown in Table 11 below.
Table 11: Weather Data
Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
Average

Avg. Wind
Speed (mph)
6
8
3
6
7
3
5
8
5
6
3
5.5

Max Wind
Speed (mph)
12
20
12
15
16
15
14
18
22
13
13
15.5

Temp (F)
62
57
72
55
70
64
74
60
52
66
43
61.4

The flight projection data can be seen in Figure 35 using the Aerotech L1520.
This motor burns for 2.63 sec and will cause the rocket to coast for 18.491 sec before
reaching an apogee of 5244 ft. At apogee the first ejection charge will fire, releasing
the drogue parachute. The second ejection charge will fire at an altitude of 700 ft. and
release the main parachute. After approximately 124 sec, the vehicle is expected to
land, from which point the rover will be released.
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Figure 35. Flight Projection

3.5.1 Stability Margin
Vehicle stability is a critical aspect of a safe and successful flight. Stability can
be determined by the distance between center of pressure (CP) and the center of
gravity (CG) divided by the diameter of the vehicle. The requirement set by the NASA
SLI guidelines states that the vehicle shall maintain a stability of 2.0 off the rail. The
center of gravity is a function of mass for the entire vehicle. As the boost phase occurs
the CG shifts forward. The CP is the average aerodynamic forces that act on the
vehicle during flight. As velocity increases, the CP moves towards the aft of the
vehicle. The stability off the rail was calculated using Open Rocket with an estimated
5 mph wind blowing at 90°. For the given rocket design, the CG occurs at 50.003 in.,
while the CP occurs at 63.1 in., both relative to the nose cone. These two given values
result in a static stability off the rail of 2.36 cal. The figure below shows both the CG
and the CP locations, relative to the nose cone.

Figure 36. CP and CG Locations

The center of pressure, center of gravity, and stability margin are all functions
of time. All three of these values are shown below in Figure 37. An important value
is the stability at burnout, which came out to be 2.91 cal. At motor burnout at 2.641
sec, it can be noted that the CG and CP locations tend to even out, while the stability
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margin fluctuated through the coast phase up until apogee at 18.49 sec. The stability
then decreases as the vehicle falls under the recovery parachute. For the stability
margin calculations, no wind was used during the simulation.

Figure 37. Stability Margin Graph

3.5.2 Full Scale Simulation Summary
Table 12 below details the values observed in the Open Rocket simulation of
the full-scale vehicle. Mass and design updates will keep the model stable and will
evolve over time. This will ensure a successful flight. Further testing and analysis
will be conducted, and as well as a 1D simulation to ensure that the values in the
simulation are correct.
Table 12: Full Scale Flight Simulation Summary
Event
Time to Liftoff
Launch Rail Exit Speed
Max Speed
Max Acceleration
Time to Apogee
Apogee
Time to Drogue Deploy
Main Chute Deploy Altitude
Thrust at Rail Exit
Thrust to Weight

Value
0.21
65.61
618
286
18.5
5244
18.5
570
354
8.91

Units
sec
ft/s
ft/s
ft/s2
sec
ft
sec
ft
lbf
-
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4 SAFETY
Safety is the number on concern for the CRW team. The Safety Officer in
collaboration with the team have created a set of measures and operating procedures
to ensure personnel safety in constructing, launching and testing the rocket and its
components.
For the 2017-2018 USLI competition, CRW has chosen Bao H as the safety officer.
In collaboration with the Project Manager, Lead Engineers, Course Instructor, Team
Mentor and other experienced UAH and PRC faculty members, the safety officer to
ensure that the Safety Plan is comprehensive and fully implemented. The safety
officer is responsible for risk assessment, hazard analysis, and for the documentation
and definition of all mitigation procedures. Other CRW colleagues are going to
support the Safety Officer by verifying proper hazard mitigations and assist in the
process of the hazard mitigation.
As Safety Officer, Bao assumes the following responsibilities:
1.1. Facilitate training and monitoring team members on safe procedures for all
testing, manufacturing, and launching activities.
1.2. Assess the safety and reliability of designs.
1.3. Remain knowledgeable regarding all FAA, NAR, TRA, local, federal and state
laws and will ensure that all team members are made aware of said laws.
1.4. Conduct an initial training session with the team to ensure that all team
members understand all safety procedures and mitigation processes. Each
team member will sign a “Safety Pledge” upon completion of the training
session.
1.5. Complete a class in Red Cross First Aid CPR/AED
1.6. Oversee all testing procedures and practices to aid in any hazard mitigation
1.7. Work with each of the team leads to create a comprehensive Hazard Analysis
and mitigation process. Information regarding to mitigation and verification
of mitigation procedure will be made accessible to all team members.
1.8. Work with the team and mentor to create launch and safety checklists
1.9. Work with the Outreach Coordinator to ensure that the safety of the team and
the safety of the public are considered at all outreach events.
1.10.Evaluate environmental risks/hazards and establish mitigation and
verification procedures.
The CRW team will at all times adhere to the safety regulations enforced by NASA.
The signed CRW safety pledge includes the following regulations:
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•

•

•

Range safety inspections of each rocket before it is flown. Each team shall
comply with the determination of the safety inspection or may be removed
from the program.
The Range Safety Officer has the final say on all rocket safety issues.
Therefore, the Range Safety Officer has the right to deny the launch of any
rocket for safety reasons.
Any team that does not comply with the safety requirements will not be
allowed to launch their rocket.

4.1

TRAINING AND COMMUNICATIONS:
CRW will hold weekly meetings and safety briefings led by the Safety Officer.
The focus of each meeting will be in accordance to relevant stage of development in
the project life cycle. In Table 13, a sample of previously held and upcoming training
sessions is listed. The Safety Officer also coordinates and ensures the completion of
Red Team CPR/AED/FA training. The Red Team currently consists of eight of the
sixteen team members, including the Safety Officer, who have been certified through the
Red Cross in first aid and CPR/AED.
Table 13. CRW Training Sessions
Training Activity
Red Cross First Aid CPR/AED/FA
Basic Emergency Procedures
Process Hazard Analysis
Safe Testing Procedures
Root-Cause Analysis
Outreach Safety Procedures
Sub-scale Launch Safety Procedures
Hazardous Material Handling/Disposal
Fire Extinguisher training
TBD

Date
10/13/2017
10/17/2017
10/18/2017
10/24/2017
10/24/2017
11/7/2017
11/14/2017
11/21/2017
11/21/2017
TBD
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4.2

COMPLIANCE TO REGULATORY AGENCIES:
The statements of requirement will be followed and verified by the method of verification. The verification methods are
in compliance with motor handling regulations; FAA, State, and Federal laws; and Range Safety Officer regulations.

4.2.1 NAR Compliance
Table 14 lists applicable NAR requirements and how the team is in compliance or will demonstrate compliance.
Table 14. NAR Compliance

Requirement Number

Statement of Requirement

Method of Verification

1

Certification. I will only fly high power rockets or possess high power
rocket motors that are within the scope of my user certification and
required licensing.

The high power rocket motor will be handled by
Jason, the team mentor and a level 3 with the
National Association of Rocketry. Any other team
member allowed to handle the motor require the
appropriate certifications.

2

Materials. I will use only lightweight materials such as paper, wood,
rubber, plastic, fiberglass, or when necessary ductile metal, for the
construction of my rocket.

The airframe design team is taking great care to
select materials that fall within the specified
parameters.

3

Motors. I will use only certified, commercially made rocket motors, and
will not tamper with these motors or use them for any purposes except
those recommended by the manufacturer. I will not allow smoking,
open flames, nor heat sources within 25 feet of these motors.

The motors will be sourced from reputable
companies and will only be handled and/or stored
in accordance with the specifications outlined in
the SDS. Only Jason, the team mentor, and/or
certified team members will be allowed to handle
the motors.

4

Ignition System. I will launch my rockets with an electrical launch
system, and with electrical motor igniters that are installed in the
motor only after my rocket is at the launch pad or in a designated
prepping area. My launch system will have a safety interlock that is in
series with the launch switch that is not installed until my rocket is

All launches will be conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as well as, the regulations
of the Range Safety Officer.
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5

6

7

8

ready for launch, and will use a launch switch that returns to the “off”
position when released. The function of onboard energetics and firing
circuits will be inhibited except when my rocket is in the launching
position.
Misfires. If my rocket does not launch when I press the button of my
electrical launch system, I will remove the launcher’s safety interlock
or disconnect its battery, and will wait 60 seconds after the last launch
attempt before allowing anyone to approach the rocket.
Launch Safety. I will use a 5-second countdown before launch. I will
ensure that a means is available to warn participants and spectators in
the event of a problem. I will ensure that no person is closer to the
launch pad than allowed by the accompanying Minimum Distance
Table. When arming onboard energetics and firing circuits I will ensure
that no person is at the pad except safety personnel and those required
for arming and disarming operations. I will check the stability of my
rocket before flight and will not fly it if it cannot be determined to be
stable. When conducting a simultaneous launch of more than one high
power rocket I will observe the additional requirements of NFPA 1127.
Launcher. I will launch my rocket from a stable device that provides
rigid guidance until the rocket has attained a speed that ensures a
stable flight, and that is pointed to within 20 degrees of vertical. If the
wind speed exceeds 5 miles per hour I will use a launcher length that
permits the rocket to attain a safe velocity before separation from the
launcher. I will use a blast deflector to prevent the motor’s exhaust
from hitting the ground. I will ensure that dry grass is cleared around
each launch pad in accordance with the accompanying Minimum
Distance table, and will increase this distance by a factor of 1.5 and
clear that area of all combustible material if the rocket motor being
launched uses titanium sponge in the propellant.
Size. My rocket will not contain any combination of motors that total
more than 40,960 N-sec (9,208 pound-seconds) of total impulse. My
rocket will not weigh more at liftoff than one-third of the certified

All launches will be conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as well as, the regulations
of the Range Safety Officer.

All launches will be conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as well as, the regulations
of the Range Safety Officer.

The only launch equipment used will be done so in
accordance with the Range Safety Officer and the
launch site requirements.

All selected
requirement.

motors,

thus

far,

fulfill
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this

average thrust of the high power rocket motor(s) intended to be ignited
at launch.

9

10

11

12

13

Flight Safety. I will not launch my rocket at targets, into clouds, near
airplanes, nor on trajectories that take it directly over the heads of
spectators or beyond the boundaries of the launch site, and will not put
any flammable or explosive payload in my rocket. I will not launch my
rockets if wind speeds exceed 20 miles per hour. I will comply with
Federal Aviation Administration airspace regulations when flying, and
will ensure that my rocket will not exceed any applicable altitude limit
in effect at that launch site.
Launch Site. I will launch my rocket outdoors, in an open area where
trees, power lines, occupied buildings, and persons not involved in the
launch do not present a hazard, and that is at least as large on its
smallest dimension as one-half of the maximum altitude to which
rockets are allowed to be flown at that site or 1,500feet, whichever is
greater, or 1,000 feet for rockets with a combined total impulse of less
than 160 N-sec, a total liftoff weight of less than 1,500 grams, and a
maximum expected altitude of less than 610 meters(2,000 feet).
Launcher Location. My launcher will be 1,500 feet from any occupied
building or from any public highway on which traffic flow exceeds 10
vehicles per hour, not including traffic flow related to the launch. It will
also be no closer than the appropriate Minimum Personnel Distance
from the accompanying table from any boundary of the launch site.
Recovery System. I will use a recovery system such as a parachute in
my rocket so that all parts of my rocket return safely and undamaged
and can be flown again, and I will use only flame-resistant or fireproof
recovery system wadding in my rocket.
Recovery Safety. I will not attempt to recover my rocket from power
lines, tall trees, or other dangerous places, fly it under conditions where
it is likely to recover in spectator areas or outside the launch site, nor
attempt to catch it as it approaches the ground.

All launches will be conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as well as, the regulations
of the Range Safety Officer.

All launches will be conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as well as, the regulations
of the Range Safety Officer.

All launch sites will be in rural areas away from
houses and traffic. All launch sites will be
evaluated by the CRW team to ensure the launch
location is a safe distance from trees and bodies of
water.
The CRW Payload and vehicle team are designing
a safe recovery system. The Recovery Team and
the Safety Officer will create a checklist to ensure
consistent and safe installation.
All launches will be conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as well as, the regulations
of the Range Safety Officer.
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4.2.2 FAA Compliance
All CRW rocket launches will be hosted only either by NAR or TRA. The local
clubs will arrange FAA waivers for the day, select the proper locations. The local club
will also provide launch equipment, on site motor sales, and qualified Range Safety
Officers to ensure safety.

4.2.3 NFPA Compliance
Storage of Rocket Motors and other energetic materials
Rockets motors will only be stored at the PRC. Only the CRW mentor, Jason
Winningham, is allowed to handle rocket motors.

Manufacturing facilities
CRW will fabricate its rockets at the UAH Machine Shop and the CRW rocket
workshop. These facilities have proper fire safety equipment and have met building
codes in terms of fire safety. The PRC facility in particular has met requirements
outlined by OHSA 29 CFR 1910.119 and DOD 4145.26-M.

4.2.4 DOT Compliance
Motors and other energetic materials such as black powder will be handled by
the team mentor Jason Winningham. Black powder and rocket motors belong to class
1.3 and a type 3 magazine will be used to store and transport rocket motors and other
energetic materials.

4.2.5 ATF Compliance
Rocket motors, igniters, electronic matches and black powder will be purchased
by the CRW’s mentor or appropriate PRC staff. CRW team, the PRC and UAH are
state sponsored entities and is exempted from the ATF explosive permit requirement
for black powder, electronic matches and igniters.
4.3

OPERATING PROCEDURES
The Safety Officer, in conjunction with Team Mentor, Project Manager, and
appropriate PRC staff, will develop a set of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP).
The Safety Officer and CRW team members will ensure that these procedures
will be fully implemented. Any deviations from these procedures are only permitted
when it is to increase the safety of the operation. The SOPs will have to be reviewed
and approved by the PRC director before being implemented.
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4.4

MISHAPS/INCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION
Although the Safety Plan’s purpose is to proactively identify risks and hazards
and develop mitigation processes, mishaps and accident could still occur.
Communication and documentation of mishaps and accidents that have happened
are just as important as identifying the ones that have or have not. At any instance
where the hazards identified are deemed dangerous, all operations will halt until a
qualitative analysis has been performed and the root-cause has been identified.
Because there is the potential for injury in any workplace, a buddy system will
be enforced stipulating that no assembly, fabrication, or test activity will be
accomplished alone. Along with this, any test activity will be performed under the
direct supervision of PRC or UAH staff and mentors. If a case should arise wherein
first aid is required, this will be administered by properly trained staff. Once this has
been accomplished it will be necessary to inform UAH administration of the incident.
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4.5

PERSONNEL HAZARDS ANALYSIS
The Safety Officer and the CRW have identified all safety risks and hazards in manufacturing, testing and
launching of the competition hardware. Included in the tables below are the listed hazards, cause, effects, mitigation,
assessment and verification.
Table 15. Launch Vehicle Hazards

Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreRAC

Mitigation

Verification

PostRAC

Rocket buckles
at coupler

Excessive
bending moment
during max.
acceleration

1. Rocket becomes
dangerously
unstable
2. High-speed debris
near observers

1C

1. Use extra long
coupler (1.5 calibers in
each direction)
2. Use carbon fiber
coupler

1. Apply
calculated
moment under
15° angle of
attack during
max thrust
2. Flight Test

1E

Fins detach
from rocket

Weak fin
1. Unstable flight
attachment and path
large pressure or
harmonic
2. Falling debris
resonant force

2C

1. Mechanically attach
fins to rocket
2. Add more bolts if
necessary

1. Apply large
forces to fins on
the ground

2E

2. Flight test on
final motor
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Hazard

Effect

PreRAC

1. High-speed debris
near observers

2D

1. Make load path
1. Perform FEA
stronger
on critical
2. Transfer load path to components
stronger materials
2. Put weakest
components in
load path of
static test

2E

Rocket loses
Unconstrained
1. Unstable flight
stability due to components shift path
shifting masses and change the
CG upon liftoff

2C

1. Constrain all
components inside the
rocket

2E

Exceeds
altitude

2B

Motor destroys
rocket during
initial thrust

Cause
Weak load path
and/or
unexpectedly
high thrust

Inaccurate
simulation or
higher thrust
than expected

2. Rocket destroyed

1. Violate FAA
waiver, legal
ramifications
2. Disqualification
from competition
3. Fails to meet
project success
criteria

Mitigation

Verification

1. Shake test on
ground

PostRAC

2. Flight test
1. Test flight with
higher waiver on flight
motor

1. Review flight
test data to verify
and correct
simulation

2E

2. Simulate flight in
multiple programs
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Hazard
Insufficient
altitude

Cause

Effect

Inaccurate
1. Fails to meet
simulation or
project success
higher mass than criteria
expected

PreRAC

Mitigation

Verification

PostRAC

3B

1. Test flight with
higher waiver on flight
motor

1.Review flight
test data to verify
and correct
simulation

3E

1. Observe
characteristics
during flight test

1E

2. Simulate flight in
multiple programs
Rocket is
unexpectedly
over/under
stable

Inaccurate
simulation

Propellant fails
to ignite or
chuffs

Poor vendor
supplied
component

1. Unpredictable
flight path
2. Personal injury or
property damage

1B

1. Simulate flight in
multiple programs

1. Rocket does not
reach expected
altitude

3C

1. Use reliable and well 1. Flight test
tested igniters
2. Static fire motor
2. Static fire
motor

2C

1. Use certified motors
2. Keep backup rocket
ready

2. Test flight
3E

2. Must supply new
igniter/motor
Propellant over- Poor vendor
pressurizes or
supplied
burns through
component
casing

1. Aft airframe is
destroyed
2. Possible
horizontal velocity
on the ground

1. Verify chosen
motor is certified
2. Build 2 rockets
and test-fly both

2E
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Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreRAC

Mitigation

Verification

PostRAC

Rocket fails to
split at apogee

Improperly made 1. Rocket descends
charges or
ballistically at
excessive venting extremely high
speed
2. Rocket and rover
are destroyed
3. Extreme personal
injury or property
damage

1B

1. Use reliable and well 1. Charge testing
tested methods for
on the ground
making charges
2. Flight test

1E

Parachutes get
stuck in tubes

Improper
placement on
shock cord,
excessive
venting, caught
on internal
protuberance, not
enough black
powder

2B

1. Practice packing
parachutes

2E

1. Rocket descends
at unsafe speed
2. Minor damage to
rocket/rover

1. Ground testing
of parachute
deployment

2. Have multiple people
observing parachute
2. Flight test
packing process

3. Possible personal
injury or property
damage
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Hazard

Cause

Parachute
shroud lines
tangle

Improperly
packed
parachutes

Effect
1. Rocket descends
at unsafe speed

PreRAC
3B

2. Possible damage
to rocket/rover

Parachutes get
burned

Lack of
insulation

1. Damage to
parachutes and
possibly
airframe/rover upon
landing
2. Descend at unsafe
speed

3B

Mitigation
1. Practice packing
parachutes
2. Have multiple
people observing
parachute packing
process

Verification

PostRAC

1. Test parachute
deployment on
the ground

3E

2. Flight test

1. Use multiple types of 1. Charge testing
insulation (Nomex +
on the ground
dog barf)

3E

Table 16. Payload Hazards

Hazard
Use of
battery

Cause

Effect

LIPO Improper use of 1. Skin Burns
tool or in use in 2. Damage to
unsafe conditions components
3. Fire

PreRAC
1D

Mitigation

Verification

1.
Safe
work
practices
2. Use of registered
LIPO charger

1. SOP
2. Supervision by
experienced
personnel.

PostRAC
1E
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Hazard

Cause

Rover
breaks 1. Deployment
from ejection
charge
provides more
force
than
chassis
can
withstand
2. Wheels cannot
withstand
ground impact
Use of black Improper use of
powder
tool or in use in
unsafe conditions
Electronics
disconnect

Effect
1.Fails to meet
project
success
criteria

1. Skin burns

2. Damage to
components
Weak electrical 1. Fails to meet
connections
project
success
Force
from criteria
acceleration
shears
components

PreRAC
1D

3D

2D

Mitigation

Verification

1.
Use
reliable
analysis to design
the rover with a
factor of safety

1.
Deployment
testing
2. Finite element
analysis

2.
Carefully
calculate
the
necessary
deployment force
1.
Safe
work 1. SOP
practices
2. Supervision by
experienced
personnel.
1. Flight
test 1. Supervision by
electronics
to experienced
ensure operation. personnel when
2. Use
reliable soldering.
methods
when 2. Shake test on
soldering
ground.

PostRAC
1E

3E

1D
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Table 17. Chemical Handling: Alcohol, Isopropyl

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Eye
Irritant

Direct contact
with eyes or
eye
contact
with vapor.
Direct contact
with skin

Mild
Irritation

3D

1. Safety glasses with side shields 1. SDS Section 8
or indirect vented goggles.
2. SDS Section 4
2. Local eyewash station

Mild
Irritation

3C

1.

Inhale large
quantities
1. Presence of
heat,
open
flames,
oxidizing
materials and
sparks

Irritation

3C

Near
Invisible
Flame/Fire
or
Explosion

1B

1. Respiratory Protection.
2. exposure time limitations
1. Ventilation Avoid Proximity with
Flame.
2. Safe work practices

Skin
Irritant,
Sensitizer,
Permeator
Respiratory
Hazard
Highly
flammable
and
explosive

Pre-RAC

Mitigation

Gloves and protective clothing

Verification

PostRAC
3E

1. SDS Section 8

3E

1. SDS Section 8
2. SOP
1. SOP
2. SDS Section 5

3E
1E
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Table 18. Chemical Handling: Ammonium Perchlorate, Hobby Rocket Motor

Hazard

Cause

Skin irritant

Direct contact

Eye Irritant

Effect

1. Irritation.
2.
Prolonged
exposure can cause
ulcerations
and
burns
Direct contact Mild Irritation
with eyes

Pre-RAC
3C

2D

1. Respiratory
1.
Inhaled 2. 1.
Irritation 2.
2.
Gastrointestinal Ingested
Damage to organs
Hazard

2D

Flammable
Explosive

1C

and Presence
of 1. Fire/Explosion
open
flames, 2. Personnel injury
sparks, shocks, by burns or impacts
heat, reducing
agents,
combustible
materials,
organic
materials

Mitigation

Verification

1.
Gloves and
protective
clothing
2. exposure time
limitations
1. Safety glasses
with side shields
or
indirect
vented goggles.
2.
Local
eyewash station
1.
Respiratory
Protection
2.
Safe work
practices
1.
Safe work
practices
2.
Training/
Personnel
certification;
performed by or
under
supervision
of
Level 2 certified
NAR Mentor

1. SDS Section 8
2. SOP

PostRAC
3E

1. SDS Section 8
2. SDS Section 4

2E

1. SDS Section 8
2. SOP

2E

1. SDS Section 5
2. NAR High Power
Safety Code

1D
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Table 19. Chemical Handling: Black Powder, Loose

Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreRAC
Accidental
Sources of friction, impact, Detonation may cause
1B
Detonation heat, low level electrical severe physical injury,
or
current, and electrostatic or even death;
Combustion RF energy
Facility/equipment
damage (unlikely due to
small quantities in use)

Mitigation

Verification

1. Safe work practices 1. SOP
2. Impervious rubber 2. SDS
gloves; clothing must
be metal‐free AND non‐
static producing

PostRAC
1D

Table 20. Ejection Charge Handling

Hazard

Cause

Accidental
ignition

Sources
of 1. Bystander injury
heat or
low
level electrical 2.
Facility
or
current
equipment damage

Accidental
release
projectile

Effect

Failure
of 1.Injury
to
of ejection charge personnel
retention
system
2.
Facility
or
equipment damage

PreRAC
2C

2C

Mitigation

Verification

1. Isolate ejection charge from
strong electric fields and heat
sources
2. Safe work practices and
personnel certification
1.
Large
safety
factor
designed
into
retention
system
2. Written test procedures;
safe work practices

1. HOP

PostRAC
2E

2.
Certificates
of
completion for training
1.Conduct
test
in
blast‐proof test cell;
2.
Supervision
by
Level 2 certified NAR
Mentor;

2E
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Table 21. Motor Handling

Hazard

Cause

Accidental
ignition

Sources
of
heat or
low
level electrical
current

Motor retention Poorly
system failure
Attached
vehicle

Effect

to

Pre- Mitigation
RAC
1. Bystander injury
2C 1. Isolate ejection charge
from strong electric fields
2. Facility or equipment
and heat sources
damage
2. Safe work practices and
personnel certification
1. Uncontrolled motor 2C 1. Large safety factor
movement
designed into retention
system
2. Injury to personnel
and
facility
or
2. Written test procedures;
equipment damage
safe work practices

Verification
1. HOP

PostRAC
2E

2.
Certificates
of
completion for training
1. Conduct test in blast‐
proof test cell;

2E

2. Supervision by Level
2
certified
NAR
Mentor;
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Table 22. Machine / Tool Use

Hazard
Blades on a
Lathe
or
Milling
Machine
Shrapnel from
Lathe
or
Milling
Machine

Cause

PreRAC
Improper use
1. Injury to or loss of
2C
hand, limb
2.
Damage
to
equipment or facilities
Metal shavings 1. Laceration or eye
2C
ejected
from injury
machinery
2.
Facility
or
equipment damage

Injury
from Improper use of
Sanding
and tool
or
Grinding
equipment
failure
Soldering/
Improper use of
Electrical Tool tool or in use in
Injury
unsafe
conditions

Effect

1.Skin Abrasion
2.
Facility
equipment damage
1. Skin Burns
2.
Damage
Components
3. Fire

3C
or

4B
to

Mitigation

Verification

1. Safe work practices
1. SOP
2.Training
and 2.
Supervision
by
qualification
experienced personnel
1. Safe work practices
and
Protective
Equipment
2.Training
and
qualification
1. Safe work practices
and PPE
2.Training
and
qualification
1. Safe work practices
and PPE
2.Training
and
qualification
3. Assigned solder station
in workspace

PostRAC
2E

1. SOP
2.
Supervision
by
experienced personnel

2E

1. SOP
2.
Supervision
by
experienced personnel

3E

1. SOP
2.
Supervision
by
experienced personnel
3. HOP

4E
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4.6

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
The Component designers of each sub-teams, in collaboration with the Safety
Officer, will create a Component Description Sheets that outline each component’s
material, and potential failure modes. The failure modes will be analyzed using the
matrix outlined in Table 23 for each identified failure mode, mitigation. As the design
matures, the failure analysis will be updated and made available to all team members
through the team website and the team shared drive.
Table 23: Risk Assessment Criteria
Severity
Probability
A
B
C
D
E

1
Catastrophic
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

2
Critical
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

3
Marginal
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E

4
Negligible
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

4.7

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
The natural environment is affected by and can impact the launch vehicle. These
effects must be considered and mitigated either through design or through standard
operating procedures. Effects on the environment are given first, followed by effects
on the launch vehicle and rover.

4.7.1 Effects on the ecology and wildlife at launch sites:
Impacts to local ecology and wildlife should be negligible due to the launch location
being remote. Fire is always a concern and proper safeguards such as fire extinguishers
and personnel trained to use them should be in place. All launch team personnel will at
a minimum have received some form of fire extinguisher familiarization training from
the Safety Officer. During the rocket's recovery phase special care will be taken to not
disturb local wildlife habitats.

4.7.2 Waste and emission from manufacturing the Rocket
All team members will be briefed by the Safety Officer of proper handling and
disposal procedures at the time of application. All CRW manufacturing activities will
occur on the UAH campus at the listed facilities in the Proposal, namely the CRW
Laboratory, PRC, and the UAH MAE Machine Shop. In addition to the instruction
and supervision of experienced mentors and staff, CRW members conducting the
manufacturing of the rocket will follow procedures required and services provided by
the university in proper disposal of waste material. The disposal of all chemicals will
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be governed by the SDS and coordinated through the UAH Office of Health and
Environmental Services.

4.7.3 Emission from motor exhaust and recovery charges
Exhaust gas emissions in high-powered rocketry are considered localized and
negligible. Nonetheless, in order to decrease the team's footprint, the smallest possible
rocket and motor, that can be used to safely and successfully fulfill all requirements, will
be selected.

4.7.4 Noise from launches
Noise levels for the rocket chosen by the CRW team will produce less than 120 dB
of intensity and the exposure time will be less than 1 min. Due to the short-term nature
and relatively low intensity of the noise, noise pollution concerns have been deemed
negligible.

4.7.5 High Winds
The team will monitor the weather and always consider wind speeds when
planning for launch opportunities. In the event that the Safety Officer, Team Mentor, or
the Range Safety Officer deems the wind speeds to be at unacceptable speeds, the CRW
team will immediately abort the launch.

4.7.6 Terrain
Considerations will be made regarding the geography surrounding the launch site.
The CRW team will not launch if ponds, dense woods, or other obstacles that prevent
rocket retrieval are within the estimated drift. Any launch site used will be evaluated by
the Safety Officer and Program Manager. Launch sites are chosen only from available
NAR and TRA sponsored launch events.

4.7.7 Rain
The occurrence of rain could jeopardize the sub-scale and full-scale launches. Due
to the potential for electronic malfunction, the team will monitor the weather prior and
during any launch opportunities. In the event of unexpected precipitation, the rocket and
its parts will be isolated from the elements as quickly as possible to prevent equipment
damage.
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4.8

PROGRAMMATIC RISKS (MANAGEMENT)
CRW expects managerial and logistical problems to occur throughout the lifecycle time of the project. Listed in
Table 24 are all possible programmatic risks and mitigations for the 2017-2018 SLI competition for CRW.
Table 24. Programmatic Risk Assessment

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Project
falls 1. Missed
behind
deadlines
Schedule
2. Incomplete
work

1. Insufficient time to
perform quality
work
2. Incomplete Project

Project goes
over budget

1. Inability to order
parts on time and
progress falls behind
schedule
2. Unable to fly
subscale, full-scale,
or completion

Improper
allocation of
funds

PreRAC
2C

2D

Mitigation
1. Assign
weekly
workload
requirements
for
sub-teams
2. Monitor
Progress
with Schedule
3. Assign
multiple
people to task (at
least two people
doing a critical task)
1.Implement a
spending plan that
governs parts
procurement in
intervals
2.Budget accordingly
to allow for
additional back-up

Verification
1. Weekly
workload
requirements for subteams
2. Track milestones with
a Gantt chart
3. Weekly meeting to for
progress tracking

1. Project Manager
shall monitor
purchasing versus
spending plan and
authorize out of cycle
purchases.
2.Budget shall allow
for two or more
replacement parts in
high failure areas or
single-use items.

PostRAC
2E

2E
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Hazard
Parts become
unavailable

Cause
Improper
procurement
planning

Effect
1. Inability to follow
schedule
due
to
manufacturing
and
delivery lays

PreRAC
2D

Unexpected
1. Personal/family 1.Shortage on manpower
absence from
issues
2.Project is at risk of
team members 2. Unexpected
falling
behind
illness/ injuries
schedule

2C

Traffic
Accident from
transportation
to and from
launch site

1D

1. Driver fatigue
2. Faulty vehicles

1. Potential injury or
loss of life
2. Damage
to
hardware

Mitigation
1. For every critical
part
ordered,
determine and keep
on record a backup
supplier
or
buy
multiples of parts
whenever
possible
1. For all critical
tasks, at least two
team members are
assigned to the
task. Some one will
know what to do in
case
of
team
member absence
2. Have a team server
so absent team
members can work
remotely

Verification
1. Project Manager shall
ensure that all vendor
supplied items have
multiple vendors or
adjust spending plan
accordingly.

PostRAC
2E

1. At weekly meeting,
check up on the
progress of the sub
teams
2. Project
manager
assign
sub-team
members tasks of their
fellow team members.
3. Check
at
weekly
meeting team’s ability
to access and utilize
the server

2E

1. Before any launch 1. Address at weekly
dates,
the
meeting a driver
designated driver 2. Assure the driver
is
required
to
have
refrain
from
working and have
up to 8 hours of
sleep
2. Use
vehicles
provided
and
insured by UAH

1E
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5 PAYLOAD
5.1

DESIGN SUMMARY
The current design for the rover consists of a rectangular chassis, which
measures 12 in. long x 4 in. wide x 3 in. tall. The chassis is composed of 6061-T6
Aluminum, which will be machined in house in the UAH machine shop. This chassis
will house all the electronics as well as the motors for the wheels. There will be two
expandable wheels, one on either side of the chassis, which will also be made of
aluminum. The wheels have a 5.7 in. diameter collapsed and grow to 14 in. diameter
upon deployment. Finally, a stabilizing arm is mounted on the underside of the
chassis. The purpose of this arm is to counter the torque generated by the wheels. It
is composed of several layers of tape measure, which is designed to bend in only one
direction. It is folded in this direction when compressed, and upon deployment the
arm expands to its full length of 18 in.
The payload uses the Arduino Mega for its MCU and will incorporate a
temperature/pressure sensor, IMU, GPS, camera, and a voltage monitor. These
sensors will communicate with the board through I2C (inter-integrated circuit),
UART (universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter), or SPI (serial peripheral
interface bus), depending on the sensor. The rover will transmit sensor data through
a 900 MHz XBee Pro radio, which will have a wire antenna connected to it and
operate at a 9600-bit baud rate. The radio and Arduino will communicate using
UART. In addition to all of this, the Arduino will drive the two wheel motors, as well
as two smaller motors to deploy the solar panels. The entire system is powered by a
10.8 V Li-PO battery.
The rover will fit inside the 6 in diameter fairing of the launch vehicle and will
sit against a 5.5 in. diameter piston. This piston, upon receiving a deployment signal
from the ground station, will push the rover out the nose of the launch vehicle. Upon
clearing the faring, sets of linear springs will push the wheels to their extended
position and the stabilizing arm will be allowed to freely expand.
5.2 ROVER DESIGN
The rover consists of a center chassis that houses electronics, two folding wheels, a
sliding lid to reveal solar panels, and a folding tail that allows the rover to convert
torque into forward motion. Figure 38 shows the rover fully deployed (left) and folded
for integration into the rocket (right). The deployed rover is dimensioned in Figure
39. The folded rover is dimensioned in Figure 40.

Figure 38. Rover Assembly

Figure 39. Rover Assembly Dimensions
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Figure 40. Compressed Wheel Assembly

5.2.1 Chassis Design
The chassis design selected for the rover is an aluminum unibody. This design
was traded against a 3D printed ABS unibody as well as an aluminum structural
base with a 3D printed ABS walls.
The aluminum unibody was by far the strongest structure of the three. The ABS
unibody was determined to be less sufficient in its strength to weight. The aluminum
base with ABS walls was ultimately determined to be structurally unnecessary, as
the ABS was always the limiting factor in strength.
The aluminum unibody poses the largest manufacturing challenge. It must be
machined on three faces out of a single block of 6061-T6 Aluminum on a CNC mill.
However, the 3D printed ABS unibody is much easier to manufacture. The 3D CAD
model would simply be set up with a certain percent fill and printed in only a few
hours.
The aluminum unibody serves to protect the electronics and entire system
against any environment possible. The material properties do not change drastically
with changes in temperature or pressure. However, the ABS plastic becomes brittle
in cold temperatures and could potentially weaken or melt in extremely elevated
temperatures. The ABS plastic will also be printed in layers which could potentially
have voids and gaps allowing environmental hazards to reach the electronics.
Ultimately, the aluminum unibody was selected for its high strength to weight ratio
as well as its resistance to environmental factors. However, the CNC machining
process for this part will be extensive and could potentially be impractical. If this is
the case, a 3D printed ABS unibody will be used as the secondary selection.
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Table 25. Chassis Trade Study

The chassis will be milled out of a single block of 6061-T6 Aluminum. The base
of the chassis has a cross beam structure to maintain strength while cutting weight.
The sidewalls have a bolt pattern for the motor interface and a hole to allow the axle
to extend outside the rover. The sidewalls are significantly thicker than the
front/back walls as they will be taking the load of the rover against the drivetrain.
All electronics, including the motors will be housed inside the rover chassis. The rover
tail will be attached to the bottom surface of the rover through two bolts. Figure 41
includes a detailed drawing of the rover chassis.

Figure 41. Chassis Dimensions (units: in)
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The rover chassis must sustain 30 Gs (210 lbf) in any direction. The rover
chassis is most likely to see these loads upon landing while in the rocket and
deployment from the rocket. To simulate a landing from within the rocket, the chassis
base was loaded with 30 Gs (210 lbf). The chassis was modeled in Solid Edge ST9 and
analyzed using NASTRAN. Figure 42 shows the resulting von Mises stress with 30
Gs applied to the sidewall (7.72 ksi) on the left and 30 Gs applied to the base (2.63
ksi) on the right. Given the yield stress of Aluminum 6061-T6 is 40 ksi, the sidewall
stress has a margin of safety greater than four while the base stress has a margin of
safety greater than fourteen.

Figure 42. Chassis Stress Analysis

5.2.2 Tail Design
Two rover tail designs were considered using three parameters for comparison:
ease of manufacturing, strength, and length. The two designs compared were an 18
in. measuring tape tail wrapped around the rover chassis for integration and an 11
in. aluminum tail that spring hinges sideways from one end of the chassis. The
measuring tape tail is much easier to manufacture as it simply requires trimming a
measuring tape and securing it to the rover in the proper direction to maintain
rigidity in the forward driving direction. The aluminum tail would require creating a
spring hinge to be secured to the chassis and the tail. However, the aluminum tail
would be much stiffer and allow the drivetrain to apply more torque to the ground
where the measuring tape could potentially bend backwards under enough load. The
limiting factor for the length of the aluminum tail would be the width of the rover as
it does not flex. The measuring tape can extend around the circumference of the
payload bay resulting in a longer tail.
The measuring tape tail was selected for the ease of manufacturing as well as a
7 in. longer tail. However, if the measuring tape cannot withstand the torque of the
drivetrain or if there are unforeseen integration or deployment issues.
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Table 26. Tail Trade Study

5.2.3 Wheel Design
The rover wheel diameter was limited by the body tube diameter of 6 in.
However, to handle the possible terrain when moving at least 5 ft away from the
rocket, a larger wheel design was desired. All designs involve some sort of expansion
so that the wheels would expand once the rover is out of the rocket.
Telescoping wheels were considered because they allow for a stronger design
that can expand once out of the rocket. The wheels would start somewhere less than
6 in, and the legs would expand out like a telescope. There would be at least eight
legs that would expand to the new larger diameter that would take the rover the
distance of at least 5 ft. This design would work very similarly to the umbrella wheel
design and would use similar material, but it was mainly beat by the umbrella wheel
design because the design complexity was higher due to requiring more parts. It
would also be very difficult to manufacture and assemble with the resources at the
machine shop because parts would need to follow a stricter tolerance to properly
telescope inside other parts.
Foam wheels were considered because they would allow this expansion to
happen with very low risk of damage to both the wheel and the rocket interior. The
foam could be easily compressed when the rover is inserted into the rocket. Once out
of the rocket, the foam would naturally expand. The characteristics considered in the
trade study overall had similar scores. However, the terrain effectiveness, meaning
how well the rover’s wheels move and grip the terrain, would not be desirable because
it would not have a strong grip. The rover chassis is going to be very light, but the
foam would still not handle any changes in the terrain when moving away from the
rocket.
Umbrella wheels were the chosen design. The idea was to have a base wheel
that is less than the 6 in. diameter with eight notches patterned around the circle.
There will be eight spokes attached that will be contained within the base wheel when
inside the rocket, but when it is pushed out of the rocket, the spokes will rotate 90°
to become vertical and become the new wheel. The new diameter would depend on
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the length of the spokes. The length of the spokes is 5.5 in., which expands the wheel
to 16 in. A linear extension spring will be attached to both the wheel base and the
spoke to allow this rotation.
In Table 27 the trade study of the wheels is shown. For cost, all were nearly
the same price for material needed and tools used. However, the foam wheels would
be the cheapest because the material is less expensive to purchase. As said above,
telescoping wheels were complex in design because it would be hard to manufacture
and assemble. Foam would be simple to manufacture, and the umbrella wheels are
somewhere in between on manufacturing so that is why the scores are different for
all of them. Risk of damage is very low for foam which is why it got the best score of
5 for that section. The other wheel designs received similar scores for damage risk to
each other but were lower than foam. The most important characteristic on this trade
study was terrain effectiveness and the umbrella wheels got the best score of 5 for
that which overall is what made its score the highest. The team has high confidence
in these wheels handling the most possible obstacles for moving away from the rocket.
The foam wheels would probably not which is why it got a low score of 1. The
telescoping wheels would also do a good job, but maybe not quite as good as the
umbrella wheels because of the slightly weaker strength in the legs.
Table 27: Wheel Design Trade Study
Telescoping Wheels

Foam

Umbrella wheel

Cost

3

4

3

Design Complexity

2

4

3

Low Risk of Damage
Terrain Effectiveness
Total

4
4
13

5
1
14

4
5
15

Assuming the decision stays the same with the umbrella wheels, and not the
foam ones, the three materials shown in Table 28 were considered for the design. The
material needs to be strong enough to handle the stresses of flight and being pushed
out by the piston without taking damage. The wheels also need to be made of a
material that will make manufacturing the designs easier given the resources at the
CNC. The materials considered were aluminum, ABS, and polycarbonate.
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) is a thermoplastic polymer that is
commonly used in manufacturing for designs that are lightweight but still strong.
This material would be sufficient for the design and it is relatively cheap to get.
Polycarbonate is similar to ABS and also sufficient for the design. Polycarbonate and
ABS have similar characteristics, except polycarbonate is a bit stronger and ABS is
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a bit lighter. Overall aluminum was the chosen material because it is less expensive.
Aluminum costs roughly one dollar per pound while ABS and polycarbonate are
around $2.00 to $2.50. Aluminum was also a lot stronger even though it weighed a
bit more. It received the best score in design complexity because manufacturing the
wheels out of the material would be the easiest with the resources provided by the
school machine shop.
Table 28: Wheel Material Trade Study
Aluminum

ABS

Polycarbonate

Cost

4

3

3

Design Complexity

5

4

4

Weight

3

5

4

Strength of Material

5

3

4

Total

17

15

15

Originally the plan was for the rover to be inside a container that would be
pulled out of the rocket by a tether. The tether was attached to the nose cone that
would be blasted off by using black powder or carbon dioxide. After the deployment
of the rocket, the container would separate and there were several design ideas for
this. After analysis on the various design options, the design was scrapped because
there was too high of a risk that the container with the rover in it would separate too
early and there was also a risk that the container would get out of the rocket, but
then the container would not properly deploy the rover. The rover dimensions have
been expanded such that there is less empty space in the body tube. This will prevent
damage to the rover as well as the need for a container.
The wheel assembly is shown below when the spokes are fully closed and open.
The diameter of the wheel when closed is 5.7 in. and the diameter of the opened
spoked wheels is about 16 in. If needed, the length of the spokes could be changed to
make the expanded diameter larger or smaller. The legs on the spokes are 0.5 in.
because if they were much longer there would be interference with the main chassis
when the spokes are closed in.
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The overall weight of the wheels is 0.703 lbm without fasteners and springs.
These are not shown in the current CAD model, but there will be linear extension
springs attached to the back of the wheel base for each of the spokes. The springs
will be pulled to compress the wheels to fit in the rocket. Once out of the rocket, the
spring will compress to open the spokes up, causing the wheel to expand. Another
piece that is not shown in the wheel is the rod that will go through the holes in the
sides of the eight notches and will connect the circular piece of the spoke to the base
wheel.

Figure 43. Wheel assembly

Below is what each of the parts of the wheel looks like when disassembled with
their associated stress analyses. All parts of the wheel will be made from Aluminum
6061-T6, which has a yield stress of 40 ksi. Force was then applied to the parts’
predicted maximum stress points. The spoke can withstand 35 lbf before yielding.
The maximum stress that could occur in the spokes is 15 ksi and is due to the full
weight of the rover and the motor torque. The wheel base can withstand roughly 120
lbf from being pushed out of the piston. This could be much less if distributed across
the wheel. For the motor mount, Figure 49, it can withstand roughly 900 lbf. Load
would also be distributed in the piston, but would be mostly absorbed by other parts
mostly making it much less for each component. 2D drawings were also made for each
of the pieces.
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Figure 44. Spoke Stress Analysis

Figure 45. Base Wheel Stress Analysis
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Figure 46. Motor Mount Stress Analysis

Figure 47. Spoke Dimensions (units: in)
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Figure 48. Base Wheel Dimensions (units: in)

Figure 49. Motor Hub (units: in)
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5.3

ELECTRONICS DESIGN
The electronics section of the payload is comprised of an Arduino Mega, which
controls a temperature and pressure sensor, a 9 axis IMU, GPS, radio, camera,
voltage regulator, and 3 DC motors. The system is powered by an 11.1 V battery,
which has the ability to be recharged by the system's solar panels. The battery will
be attached to a PCB which is designed to regulate the current draw from the battery
and protect it from overcharging. The Arduino will use a combination of SPI, I2C, and
UART to communicate with the various sensors. The temperature, pressure, location,
and images will be saved on board to a micro sd card, via the data logger, as well as
transmitted to a ground station.

5.3.1 MCU Selection
There were several valid options for the choice of an MCU. The first decision
that had to be made was whether the team would design a PCB (custom printed
circuit board) or purchase one commercially. Ultimately, the deciding factor in this
decision was time. The payload team does not have much experience with PCB
design, and so designing and testing a custom PCB would take time. Purchasing a
system commercially would be quicker, and many sensors come premade with
breakout boards, which simplifies integration.
Two different types of Arduino were considered, and ultimately the Arduino
Mega was selected. Both the Arduino Mega and Arduino Uno have a satisfactory clock
speed (16 MHz.) and a similar current draw of around 50 mA. Neither board is very
complex and comes with a large support base. Programming in Arduino is very
straightforward, and every member of the team has experience using some type of
Arduino board. Additionally, many components are made specifically for Arduino use
and have their own shields or breakout boards. Both are small, weigh relatively little,
and cost about the same. The main thing that differentiates the two boards was the
number of I/O pins. The Mega has 54 digital I/O pins and 16 analog I/O pins, while
the Uno has 14 digital and six analog. We do not intend on using 70 I/O pins, but it
is good to know that if the design of the rover expands, that there is room to grow on
the board, and thus the Mega was chosen over the Uno.
The Beaglebone Blue was another board that was considered. Unlike the
Arduino boards, the Beaglebone is a single board computer. It has a far superior clock
speed to the Arduino, in the range of 1 GHz. It has an operating voltage of 5 V and
draws 170 mA. It has 66 digital I/O pins, but does not have any analog I/O pins. In
addition to this, it supports I2C, SPI, and UART. It is roughly the same size of an
Arduino and roughly the same mass. The main language used to program the
Beaglebone is Python, and while this is not a difficult language to learn, very few
team members have experience in it. The major downsides to using a Beaglebone are
that it draws more current and that it is more expensive than the Arduino.
Additionally, the rover is not overly complex. Thus, the lower performance of the
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Arduino is not a significant difference, and it is not justifiable to purchase a more
powerful computer.
Finally, the Raspberry Pi 3 was considered. Like the Beaglebone, it is more of
a single board computer than an MCU. It also had a huge clock speed, 1.2 GHz. In
addition to that, it had 40 GPIO pins and operated at 5 V. However, like the
Beaglebone, the current it drew was very significant, around 700 mA. There is a good
amount of support for Raspberry PI online, as well as various components designed
specifically for its use. However, the main language used to program the Raspberry
Pi is Python, like the Beaglebone. Thus, the Arduino Mega was chosen for its relative
ease, vast supporting network, and sufficient processing speed.
Table 29: MCU Trade Study

Arduino
Mega

Arduino
Uno

PCB with
ATMega
2560

Beaglebone

Raspberry
Pi 3

Clock Speed

3

3

3

5

5

I/O Pins

5

3

5

3

4

Operating
Voltage

4

3

4

2

4

Power Draw

4

4

4

3

1

Complexity

4

4

2

5

2

Volume

3

4

3

4

3

Mass

4

5

4

4

3

Cost

4

4

2

2

4

Total

31

30

28

28

28

5.3.2 Battery Selection
The first option considered, which was ultimately selected, was a Lithium Ion
Polymer (LiPo) battery with customized hardware to provide overcharge protection
and regulation. These batteries have a larger power density than lithium or alkaline
batteries, which means they provide a significant amount of energy while taking up
a small amount of space. In addition to this, LiPo batteries are rechargeable, which
contributes to the derived requirement of being able to charge the battery via solar
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panels. LiPo batteries are also easily obtained and inexpensive. The major drawback
to the LiPo battery is the added complexity to the system to ensure safe operation.
They are more difficult to control and regulate than equivalent alkaline batteries and
require advanced charging and discharging circuits to prevent them from being
damaged.
A second option considered was to use a set of three CR123a Surefire batteries
in series to provide the necessary 10 V for the motors, as well as the system as a
whole. The main drawback to this option was that the power provided to the system,
while sufficient, did not leave a large margin of error. The main benefit of this battery
is its simplicity. No additional circuitry would be necessary to ensure the safe
operation of the cells.
Finally, a set of Energizer Recharge Power Plus batteries were considered. To
meet the voltage requirements, a set of eight batteries in series would be required.
These batteries have a great capacity, but the weight and volume of eight batteries
was the main drawback. These were considered in the trade study
In the end, the superior size and power density of the LiPo outweighed the
drawbacks of additional circuitry and thus they were selected. A summary of the
various attributes that were compared can be seen in Table 30. In the table, the
higher number signifies a favorable attribute, while a lower number indicates a
drawback.
Table 30: Battery Trade Study
Li-Ion
18650

CR123A
Surefire

Energizer Recharge Power
Plus

Power

4

3

4

Capacity

5

4

4

Weight

4

3

2

Safety

3

5

5

Reusability

5

5

5

Power
Density

5

3

2

Total

26

23

22

5.3.3 Solar Panels
On-board solar panels will be used to recharge the batteries powering the
rover. The solar panels will be in an enclosed compartment at the top of the rover,
and will be accessed via a lid. The solar panel deployment design will be such that
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the lid will be opened exposing the solar panels, allowing them to provide charge to
the batteries. Once the batteries are charged, the lid will retract, housing the solar
panels in their compartment.
A hinge design and a gear system were considered for the solar panel
deployment mechanism. Table 31 shows the trade study results of the two design
options. The gear system was chosen.
The gear system will be slightly more complicated compared to the hinge, but
it is more functional. By using the gear system, the lid can be better controlled. A DC
motor will slide the lid horizontally along two tracks. The motor will be triggered via
remote which will start the gears.
Table 31: Solar Deployment Trade Study

Hinge
Simplicity
Functionality
Weight
Cost
Total

4
3
1
2
10

Gear
System
3
5
1
2
11

5.3.4 Payload Power Budget
Estimates for the payload components’ current and voltage draws were found from
each component’s data sheet and compiled in Table 32.
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Table 32. Payload Power Budget

Component
Arduino
Mega
Camera
GPS
IMU
Lid Motors
Pressure
Sensor
Radio
Voltage
Regulator
Wheel
Motors
Total
Capacity

Current
(mA)

Voltage
(V)

Time
(hr)

Duty
Cycle
(%)

50.0

5.00

1.00

100

100

22.5

20.0
20.0
6.10
96.0

3.30
5.00
5.00
5.00

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.17

100
100
100
100

80.0
100
100
100

1.86
2.25
2.75
0.43

1.12

5.00

0.50

100

100

0.13

210

3.30

1.00

100

80.0

78.0

600

5.00

0.50

100

100

270

820

11.1

0.50

100

100

136

Efficiency Capacity
(%)
(mAhr)

514

The estimated required mAhr (battery capacity) for successful operation of the
rover payload were calculated from the above data with the following equation:
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝐼∗𝑉∗𝑡
𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡

∗

𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

(10)

I is the current drawn by the component in mA, V is the voltage drawn by the
component, t is the component operation time in hours, and Vbatt is the available
voltage from the battery (11.1 V). Available mAhr supplied to the rover payload is
expected to be 2600 mAhr. The safety factor (SF) for the payload power budget is
calculated with
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑆𝐹 = 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

(11)

and determined to be approximately 5.05, which is well above the standard safety
factor of 3.

5.3.5 Payload Circuit
To create a simple, preliminary visual representation of how the payload
electronics will work together, an electronics block diagram was created. This will
help aid in the physical design of the electronics system and will grow more detailed
as the project develops.
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Figure 50. Payload Circuit Diagram

Once the remove-before-flight (RBF) switch is removed, the battery will begin
sending 11.1 V to the rover wheels’ two DC motors as well as the Arduino Mega
microcontroller. The Arduino will then send 5 V to the pressure/temperature sensor,
the internal measurement unit (IMU), global positioning system (GPS), the payload
lid’s DC motors, and to the DC-DC buck voltage regulator. This voltage regulator will
then drop the voltage to 3.3 V which will power the radio and camera.
A system, whether integrated into the microcontroller code or physically to the
circuit, will monitor which components are drawing power at any given time. When
the components are not drawing power, the Arduino will stop sending voltage to those
components that are not operating to conserve battery life. Also, once the rover is
active and therefore exposed to sunlight, multiple solar panels will be used to
recharge the battery and/or power components. Connected in between the solar panel
and the battery is a regulating PCB.
The pressure sensor, IMU, and GPS will send data to the ground station and
the Arduino will use a data logger to store data to be used in calculations. Motors
controlling the rover’s wheels will receive input from the Arduino to increase or
decrease RPM, allowing the rover to increase or decrease speed and make turns.
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Below is the payload software flow for everything on the rover and the
deployment of the rover. The software for the deployment of the rover will mainly be
implemented by the launch vehicle team because they will oversee the piston
functionality for the deployment. The rest will be implemented by the payload team.
Proper programming will be implemented later but before CDR.

Figure 51. Payload Software Flow Diagram

5.4 PAYLOAD MASS BUDGET
The payload’s target mass is 7.04 lbm. This was determined to be the optimal weight
that could be achieved while maintaining stability of the launch vehicle. All major
components and assemblies for the rover are shown in Table 33.
Table 33. Payload Mass Budget

Component
Chassis
Wheel Assembly
Lid/Solar Panel Deployment
Tail
Electronics
10 % Margin
Total

Mass (lbm)
2.50
1.40
1.00
0.10
1.40
0.64
7.04

A 10 % margin was included to account for fasteners, adhesives, and design changes.
This margin will be reduced and eventually eliminated as the design matures.
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5.5

PAYLOAD/VEHICLE INTERFACE
The payload will sit inside of the 6-in fairing in the upper airframe. While inside
the rocket, the payload will be in its compressed state with a diameter of 5.7 in. The
rover will rest against the piston until the deployment signal is received, then the
piston will push the rover out the top of the fairing. Electronics for triggering the
piston are mentioned in the transition section for launch vehicle.

6 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management is responsible for two system drivers: cost and schedule.
Oftentimes technical performance must be traded due to schedule or cost limitations.
The management team supervises these trades to ensure that monetary and time
resources are used optimally. Additionally, the management team tracks all
requirements to ensure the designed system meets all the stated requirements.
6.1

NASA REQUIREMENTS VERIFICATION
The team has broken the NASA competition requirements into recovery, safety,
launch vehicle, and general sections. The full requirements list is given in Appendix
A: Requirements. The methods of verification are inspection, analysis,
demonstration, and test. Analysis methods, test conditions, and success criteria for
demonstrations and tests are described.

6.1.1 General Requirements
All documents will be reviewed by two members of the team to make sure they
include all content required and that they are formatted correctly. The safety Officer
will review all processes to ensure only the mentor handles combustibles and ematches. Outreach will be demonstrated through submission of the Outreach
Reports. The team has demonstrated the ability to attend the design review
teleconference by attending the PDR Q&A session. Rocket reusability, rail
requirements, and readiness will be demonstrated at a minimum through the
required test flights.

6.1.2 Launch Vehicle Requirements
The subscale flight, full-scale flight, and mission simulation fulfill all noninspection requirements. All requirements verified by inspection will be fulfilled by
reviewing the design prior to beginning construction of the rocket and by reviewing
the final product. The subscale flight test fulfills the requirement to fly a subscale
and serves as a first test of the recovery system. The full-scale test flight will
demonstrate the achievement of an altitude of 5280 ft. AGL, vehicle recoverability
and reusability, and ability to be prepared for flight at the launch site. A full mission
simulation will allow for correct motor selection, to verify the vehicle has safe static
margins and exit velocities, and that it can be launched safely. The results of these
simulations were discussed previously.
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6.1.3 Recovery Requirements
In order to ensure that the drogue parachute will deploy at apogee, it will be
demonstrated in the test flights. The deployment will be triggered by black powder
charges and the preprogrammed altimeter. The main parachute will be deployed at
a lower altitude that will be demonstrated in the test flights. This deployment will
also be triggered by a black powder charge and a preprogrammed altimeter.
Ground tests for both the parachute ejections will occur in the PRC laboratory
under the supervision of the trained PRC staff. Ground tests will also be in
compliance with the safety requirements to ensure safety of the team members and
PRC staff.
To ensure that no more than 75 ft-lbf of kinetic energy is remaining at landing,
the parachute was calculated to be 31 in with the provided parameters of the rocket
and using equations 1 and 2. We will test this by analyzing the final descent velocity
of the full-scale and subscale tests.
It will be ensured that the recovery area is limited to 2,500 ft. from the launch
pad by transmitting GPS coordinates to a ground station. A refined custom tracking
device is available to the team through a XBee Pro RF Module paired with
an Antenova GPS chip
It will be demonstrated on launch day that the tracking device is functioning
by having an additional tracker on board the rover payload. The trackers will be
powered by a commercially available CR123 battery that has a normally closed
momentary switch. This ensures that no power is received until the RBF pin is
removed which will conserve battery life to ensure that there is enough energy to last
the entire flight and recovery.
No other electronics are being used beside the recovery electronics which will
ensure that there is no interference from other electronics. This also ensures that
recovery system devices will be shielded from onboard transmitting devices, magnetic
wave generating devices, and any other devices that could affect their performance.

6.1.4 Payload Requirements
Requirements related to rover operation, including ejection, remote activation,
autonomous movement, and solar panel deployment will be verified through
demonstration. Each of the rover’s subsystems will be tested as the design of the rover
progresses. Once all subsystems show operation in ground testing, the full system
will be demonstrated at one of the full-scale test flights.
6.2

DERIVED REQUIREMENTS VERIFICATION
The CRW team has several goals not set by NASA to achieve through this
competition. The first is to manufacture as much of the rocket at UAH as possible.
This will improve the design process by helping the team identify flaws and failure
modes faster, and feeds into the next requirement, to use the Student Launch
competition to highlight UAH. One of the highlights of UAH is the ability for students
to manufacture hardware in house, and this will be demonstrated to potential
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students when they visit the campus. The team has also set a goal of flying a full
mission simulation in January. This will allow for at least one iterative design cycle
before the FRR and will demonstrate all required capabilities are present.
For the rover, several additional constraints and objectives were developed by
the team. Deployment survival will be demonstrated through ground deployment
testing. The rover will be placed inside a 6 in section and ejected to simulate the
ejection from the rocket. Communication with the rover will be demonstrated during
the flight test and in ground testing. Upon removal of the RBF, the rover will transmit
a radio signal to the ground station acknowledging that it is on. Distance
measurement will be verified through demonstration during ground testing and at
the full-scale test. The rover will determine its position by using the data provided by
the onboard accelerometer, GPS, and by calculating the rotation rate of the wheels.
Survival of 30 Gs of acceleration will be verified through the use of finite element
analysis. A CAD model of the rover will be created, the correct materials will be
selected, and the rover will be examined as it is subjected to 30 Gs of acceleration in
the axial direction. Operation of the electronics will be demonstrated during ground
testing. The rover will have an obstacle placed in front of it and after colliding and
remaining stuck for a second, the rover will reverse and turn before resuming its
course. After driving, solar panels will be deployed, in direct sunlight and the battery
voltage will be monitored and recorded as time progresses. The voltage monitoring
will be completed by creating a voltage divider with high resistance past the battery
and then running low current line straight to the ADC of the Arduino. At the same
time, the secondary sensors and data storage will be demonstrated as well.
6.3

BUDGET/FUNDING (MANAGEMENT)
The total budget estimated for the project is $7500. This includes $1000 to build
two rover payloads, $5750 for two subscale and two full scale rockets, and a $750
reserve to cover unexpected items and shipping on all orders. The budget for vehicles
includes motors for six subscale flights and six full scale flights. No travel budget is
necessary due to the team’s location in Huntsville, Alabama. Figure 52 summarizes
the budget by subsystem, and a complete line item accounting is given in Appendix
B: Line Item Budgets.
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Rover Frame
4%
Recovery
22%

Rover Electronics
11%

Airframe
13%

Motors
50%
Rover Frame

Rover Electronics

Airframe

Motors

Recovery

Figure 52. Budget Breakdown

A proposal has been submitted to the Alabama Space Grant Consortium to fund
the project and the team is awaiting feedback.
6.4

TIMELINE (MANAGEMENT)
The team is pursuing an aggressive timeline to allow for schedule slippage and
to account for test launch cancellations. The team is targeting November 18th for the
first subscale test flight, with December 16th as the secondary test date. Parts for the
subscale have been ordered, and fabrication of the subscale vehicle is planned for the
first two weeks in November. Ground testing is planned for the weekend before the
launch. A similar format is seen for the construction and testing of the full-scale
vehicle. The first flight of the full vehicle and payload is planned for January 20 th
with a backup date of February 17th. Again, ground testing is planned for the weekend
before the first launch. For documents deliverable to NASA, an internal deadline of
two weeks prior to the NASA deadline has been set. This gives the team ample time
to revise and refine the presentation of the design. The full schedule is shown in
Figure 53.
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Figure 53. Planned Project Schedule

6.5

OUTREACH
The CRW team has several outreach activities planned. Due to the rover
component of the 2018 competition, the team is planning to conduct outreach at
several local FIRST Robotics events. The team plans to engage students through
interactive GPS demonstrations and basic programming and circuit design activities.
The team also has Estes and water rockets it can use at outdoor events, as seen in
Figure 54. CRW partners with other organizations like AIAA and SWE to participate
in more outreach opportunities. Additionally, the team will have an active presence
at UAH outreach activities, such as Discovery Days. Table 34 summarizes the
planned outreach activities.
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Table 34. Planned Outreach Opportunities

Opportunity
Girls Science and
Engineering Day
Discovery Days
FIRST Lego
League Qualifier
Bob Jones High
School
Engineering Class
Boy Scout STEM
Camp
FIRST Lego
League Alabama
State Competition
FIRST Robotics
High School
Outreach
North Alabama
Regional Science
Fair
Science Olympiad

Date
September 23, 2017
November 10 and 18, 2017
November 18, 2017

Activity
Build and launch model
rockets
Discuss SL competition
Sensor reading activity

TBD

GPS tracking activity

December 20-22 and 27-29, 2017
TBA

Additive manufacturing,
robotics
Sensor reading activity

TBD

Circuit design activity

TBA

Model rocket launch

February 2018

Radio Activity

Figure 54. Estes Rockets at Girls Science and Engineer Day
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CRW is also promoting its website, Facebook page, and Instagram account as
means of updating interested parties and stakeholders. Photos, design documents,
blog posts, and events will be posted regularly on these platforms. The goal of the
CRW web presence is to not only share the team’s design but to give visitors insight
into the makeup of the team and how the team proceeds through the design process.
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APPENDIX A: REQUIREMENTS

Method of
Verification

Vehicle will use dual deploy
Drogue deploys at apogee
Main deploys at lower altitude
Prior to initial subscale and full-scale launches,
must perform a ground test of both parachute
ejections
Maximum kinetic energy at landing is 75 ft-lbf
Recovery and payload systems must have
completely independent circuitry
Recovery electronics must be powered by
commercially available batteries
Use Commercially Available Altimeters
Use redundant altimeters

8

3.1

I

Motor ejection cannot be used
Removable shear pins for main parachute
Removable shear pins for drogue parachute
Recovery area limited to 2500 ft from launch pads
Needs an electronic tracking device
All independent, untethered components contain
tracking devices
Tracking device must be fully functional on launch
day.
No other electronics should adversely effect
recovery electronics
Recovery system components will be in separate
compartment
Recovery system devices will be shielded from
onboard transmitting devices
Recovery electronics must be shielded from any
onboard devices that may generate magnetic
waves
Recovery electronics must be shielded from
devices that could affect their performance
Team will use Launch Checklists
Team will use Safety Checklist
Team checklist will be included in FRR
Team checklist will be provided at LRR
Team checklist will be used at launch day
operations
Team will identify a Safety Officer

R-001
R-002
R-003

R-005
R-006
R-007

RECOVERY

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Statement of Requirement

R-004

R-008
R-009
R-010
R-011
R-012
R-013
R-015
R-016
R-017
R-018
R-019
R-020
R-021
R-022

SAFETY

Reference
Page

Reqt #

S-001
S-002
S-003
S-004
S-005
S-006

8

D

8

D

8

3.2

T

8

3.3

A, T

9

3.4

I

9

3.5

I

9

3.6

I

9

3.7

I
I

9

3.8

I
I

9

3.9

A

9

3.10.0

I

9

3.10.1

I

9

3.10.2

D

9

3.11

A

9

3.11.1

I

9

3.11.2

A, D

9

3.11.3

A, D

9

3.11.4

A, D

10
10
10
10

5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1

I
I
I
I

10

5.1

I

10

5.2

I
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Reqt #

Statement of Requirement

Reference
Page

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Method of
Verification

S-007

All activities during system design will be
monitored by the safety officer

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-008

All activities during construction
monitored by the safety officer

be

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-009

All activities during assembly will be monitored
by the safety officer

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-010

All activities during testing will be monitored by
the safety officer

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-011

All activities during launch will be monitored by
the safety officer

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-012

All activities during recovery will be monitored by
the safety officer

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-013

All activities during outreach will be monitored by
the safety officer

10-11

5.3.1

I

S-014

Safety procedures will be developed
implemented for construction of the vehicle

and

11

5.3.2

I

S-015

Safety procedures will be developed
implemented for assembly of the system

and

11

5.3.2

I

S-016

Safety procedures will be developed
implemented for launch of the system

and

11

5.3.2

I

S-017

Safety procedures will be developed
implemented for recovery of the system

and

11

5.3.2

I

S-018

Hazard analyses for the system will be developed
and maintained

11

5.3.3-4

I

S-019

Failure mode analyses will be developed and
maintained for all components

11

5.3.3-4

I

S-020

SDS data will be recorded and maintained for all
materials
Local rocketry club rules will be followed for test
flights
FAA regulations will be followed for all flights

11

5.3.3-4

I

11

5.4

I

11

5.5

I

E-001

The team shall develop a target detection,
deployable rover, or triangulation payload

9

4.1

I

E-002

For deployable rover, the rover shall deploy from
the internal structure of the launch vehicle
For deployable rover, the team shall, at landing,
remotely activate a trigger to deploy the rover from
the rocket
For deployable rover, the rover shall
autonomously move at least 5 ft from the launch
vehicle

10

4.5.1

D

10

4.5.2

D

10

4.5.3

D

S-021

PAYLOAD

S-022

E-003

E-004

will
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Reqt #

E-005
V-001
V-002
V-003

For deployable rover, once the rover has reached
its final destination, the rover shall deploy a set of
foldable solar panels
Deliver payload to 5,280 feet AGL
Carry COTS altimeter
Altimeter armed with arming switch accessible
from exterior of airframe

Reference
Page

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Method of
Verification

10

4.5.4

D

6
6

4
5

A, D
I

6

6

I

V-004
V-005

Dedicated power supply for Altimeter
Arming switch can be locked in ON position

6
6

7
8

I
I

V-006

Vehicle is recoverable and reusable (no repairs or
modifications)

6

9

D

V-007

Max of 4 sections (tethered to main vehicle or
recovered separately)

6

10

I

6

11

I

6

12

D

6

13

T

7

1

I

V-008
V-009
V-010
V-011

VEHICLE

Statement of Requirement

Single Stage Vehicle
Prepared for flight on site within 3 hours of FAA
waiver
Vehicle remains launch ready on pad for 1 hour
minimum
Launched by 12-V direct current firing system.

V-012

No external circuitry or special ground support
equipment to launch

7

2

I

V-013

Use COTS solid motor using APCP that is
certified by NAR, TRA, or CAR

7

3

I

7

4

A, D

7

4

I

7
7

5
6

I
A

7

6

I

7
7

6
7

I
I

7

8

A

7
7

9
10

A
D

V-014
V-015
V-016
V-017
V-018
V-019
V-020
V-021
V-022
V-023

Final motor choices by CDR
Motor changes after CDR must be approved by
RSO
Pressure vessels must be approved by RSO
Minimum FOS for Pressure Vessels of 4:1
Each pressure vessel must feature relief valve that
can withstand max pressure
Pedigree/history of tank must be described
Total impulse does not exceed 5120 N-s (L-class)
Minimum static stability margin of 2.0 at point of
rail exit
Minimum Velocity of 52 fps at rail exit
Launch and Recover subscale model prior to CDR

V-024

Subscale model should resemble/perform similar
to full scale

7

11

D

V-025

Subscale model will carry altimeter reporting
apogee altitude

7

11

I
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GENERAL

Reqt #

Statement of Requirement

Reference
Page

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Method of
Verification

V-026

Launch and recover full-scale model prior to FRR
in final configuration

7

12

D

V-027

Vehicle/recovery system will function as designed

7

13

D

V-028

Payload does not have to be flown during fullscale test flight

7

13

I

V-029

Mass simulators will be used to simulate payload
if not flown

8

1

I

V-030

Mass simulators should be located in same
location as payload

8

1

I

V-031

If payload changes external surfaces of rocket,
those systems will be active during full-scale flight

8

1

I

V-032

Full-scale motor does not have to be flown in fullscale test, but recommended.

8

1

D

V-033

Must be flown in fully ballasted configuration

8

1

I

V-034

No modifications after full-scale demonstration
without RSO approval

8

1

I

V-035

Full-scale flights must be completed by FRRs. Reflights might be necessary/granted

8

1

I

V-036

Any structural protuberance on rocket located aft
of burnout COG

8

2

I

V-037
V-038
V-039
V-040
V-041
V-042
V-043

Will not utilize forward canards
Will not utilize forward firing motors
Will not utilize motors that expel titanium sponges
Will not utilize hybrid motors
Will not utilize a cluster of motors
Will not utilize friction fitting for motors
Will not exceed Mach 1 at any point during flight

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

I
I
I
I
I
I
A

V-044

Vehicle Ballast will not exceed 10% of the total
weight of the rocket

8

3

I

G-001

Students must complete 100% of the work.

5

1

I

G-002

Team Mentor handles all combustibles and electric
matches

5

1

I

5
5
5

2
2
2

I
I
I

5

2

I

5
5
5

2
2
2

I
I
I

G-003
G-004
G-005
G-006
G-007
G-008
G-009

The team must maintain a project plan.
The project plan must include milestones.
The project plan must include checklists.
The project plan must include personnel
assignments.
The project plan must include budget/support.
The project plan must include outreach.
The project plan must include risks/mitigations.
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Reqt #

Statement of Requirement

Reference
Page

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Method of
Verification

G-010

Provide NASA a list of Foreign Nationals on the
team by Preliminary Design Review.

5

3

I

G-011

Provide NASA a list of team members attending
launch week events by Critical Design Review.

5

4

I

G-012

The team must engage with at least 200
participants in educational hands-on STEM
activities by the Flight Readiness Review.

5

5

D

G-013

The team must develop and host a website for
project documentation.

5

6

I

G-014

The team must post and make available for
download, the required deliverables to the team
web site by the specified due dates.

5

7

I

G-015
G-016

All reports must be in PDF format.
All reports must include a table of contents.

5
5

8
9

I
I

G-017

The table of contents must include the major
sections and their respective sub-sections.

5

9

I

G-018

All reports must include page numbers at the
bottom of each page.

5

10

I

G-019

The team must provide the necessary equipment to
attend the review panel teleconference.

5

11

D

G-020

Rocket must be capable of launching from either a
1010 or 1515 rail.

5

12

D

G-021

The team must implement the Architectural and
Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
Electronic
and
Information
Technology
Accessibility Standards (36 CFR Part 1194).

6

13

I

G-022

The team must identify a mentor.

6

14

I

G-023

The mentor must maintain a current certification
through the National Association of Rocketry or
Tripoli Rocketry Association.

6

14

I

6

14

I

6

14

I

14

1

D

14

1

D

14

2

D

G-024
G-025
G-026
G-027
G-028

The mentor must be in good standing through the
National Association of Rocketry or Tripoli
Rocketry Association.
The mentor must have a minimum of 2 flights in
the launch vehicle’s impulse class or higher.
Rocket must be reusable for official launch.
Rocket must be ready for official launch with
required payload system.
A scale model of the rocket must be flown before
CDR.
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Reqt #

Statement of Requirement

Reference
Page

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Method of
Verification

G-029

A report of the scale model flight data is to be
brought to CDR.

14

2

I

G-030

A team website must be maintained and updated
throughout the period of performance.

14

3

I

G-031

All reports must be completed and posted to
website by due date.

14

4

I

G-032

All PDF slideshows must be completed and posted
to website by due date.

14

4

I

14

4

I

14

4

I

14

5

I

14
14
14
14
14

6
6
6
6
6

I
I
I
I
I

G-036
G-037
G-038
G-039
G-040

All Milestone Review Flysheets must be
completed and posted to website by due date.
Electronic copies of the Educational Engagement
form(s) and any lessons learned must be submitted
prior to FRR.
Electronic copies of the Educational Engagement
form(s) and any lessons learned must be submitted
within 2 weeks of the educational engagement
event.
Participation is required in PDR.
Participation is required in CDR.
Participation is required in FRR.
Participation is required in LRR.
Participation is required in PLAR.

D-01

Parts should be manufactured in house unless
significant cost, schedule, or performance savings
can be realized by outsourcing manufacturing.

I

D-02

The SL competition will be used to highlight the
benefits of attending UAH.

D

D-03

The team will fly full mission simulations in
January and February.

D

G-033
G-034

DERIVED

G-035

D-04
D-05
D-06
D-07
D-08
D-09
D-10
D-11

The team's primary launch site will be Phoenix
Missile Works.
Rover wheels must survive deployment
Rover shall weigh less than 7 lbs
Rover payload bay is 18 in long and 5.8 in
diameter
Indicate the rover is on from inside rocket
Measure distance from rocket to rover in multiple
ways (GPS?, RPM, MCU, Tether?)
Rover shall be able to function after 30 g’s of
acceleration
Rover shall Detect and avoid possible collisions

I
D
I
I
D
D
A
D
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Reference
Page

Reference
Paragraph
Number

Method of
Verification

Reqt #

Statement of Requirement

D-12
D-13
D-14

Rover shall recharge the battery via solar panels
Rover shall Be able to retract solar panels
Rover shall Measure voltage from solar panels

D
D
D

D-15
D-16

Rover shall Be able to take temperature, pressure
measurements, as well as video
Rover shall Transmit and save data onboard

D
D
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APPENDIX B: LINE ITEM BUDGETS
Item
Kapton Tape
Flash memory
Batteries
Wires

Vendor
Amazon
Digikey
Amazon
McMasterCarr
MOLEX connectors
Digikey
Solder
Amazon
6061 Aluminum
McMasterCarr
Battery Holders
Digikey
ABS
Technical
Training
Aids
9-axis IMU
Digikey
Ultrasonic sensor
Digikey
PCB
Advanced
Circuits
DC Motor
Digikey
ATxmega128A3U-AU
Microchip
Switch
Digikey
Camera
BuyMobius
MOSFETs
Amazon
Xbee Pro 60mW
Digikey
Fasteners
McMasterCarr
Yagi Antenna
Baltic
Networks
USA
LEDs
Digikey
Solar cell
Digikey
Heat shrink
Amazon
Various
capacitors, Digikey
resistors, inductors

Price
$9.00
$5.81
$21.00
$10.74

Quantity
1
2
2
1

Total
$9.00
$11.62
$42.00
$10.74

$0.50
$8.00
$93.09

20
1
1

$10.00
$8.00
$93.09

$1.13
4
$165.00 1

$4.52
$165.00

$10.63
$3.95
$33.00

2
2
2

$21.26
$7.90
$66.00

$38.00
$6.65
$2.50
$78.00
$0.72
$37.95
$45.00

2
2
2
2
12
2
1

$76.00
$13.30
$5.00
$156.00
$8.64
$75.90
$45.00

$137.06 1

$137.06

$0.25
$2.15
$8.00
$10.00

$1.00
$8.60
$8.00
$30.00

4
4
1
3

For Two $1,013.63
Rovers
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Item
6" G12 Airframe - 60"

Vendor
Madcow
Rocketry
4" G12 Airframe - 60"
Madcow
Rocketry
4" Carbon Fiber Coupler - 9" Madcow
Rocketry
Aerotech
98/5120
Motor Chris'
Hardware
Rocket
Supplies
Aerotech L2500 Reload
Chris'
Rocket
Supplies
96" Fruity Chute
Fruity
Chutes
PerfectFlite StratoLoggerCF PerfectFlite
Tracker-AT2B
Chris'
Rocket
Supplies
1/2" Kevlar Tether - 30'
Madcow
Rocketry
1/2" Aluminum Stock - McMaster
0.5"x6"x72"
Carr
ABS Cannister
10-24 Socket Head Bolts - McMaster
Pack of 50
Carr
1/4-20 Aluminum All-thread McMaster
- 6'
Carr
Aerotech
38/480
Motor Chris'
Hardware
Rocket
Supplies
Aerotech I285 Readload
Chris'
Rocket
Supplies
2.2" Cardboard Tube
Madcow
Rocketry
3" Cardboard Tube
Madcow
Rocketry

Price
Quantity
$228.00 1

Total
$228.00

$116.00 2

$232.00

$49.00

$98.00

2

$580.00 1

$580.00

$380.00 6

$2,280.00

$278.00 2

$556.00

$55.00 4
$125.00 2

$220.00
$250.00

$49.00

4

$196.00

$123.00 1

$123.00

$250.00 1
$9.12
1

$250.00
$9.12

$8.91

$8.91

1

$110.00 2

$220.00

$50.00

6

$300.00

$4.95

4

$19.80

$7.95

4

$31.80
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2.2" Cardboard Coupler
3" Cardboard Coupler
1/8" G10 Plate
5min Epoxy - 9oz

Madcow
Rocketry
madcow
Rocketry
Madcow
Rocketry
Chris'
Rocket
Supplies

$2.25

3

$6.75

$3.85

4

$15.40

$21.00

4

$84.00

$16.00

3

$48.00

Two
$5,756.78
Subscales
and Two
FullScales
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APPENDIX C: LAUNCH CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX D: SAFETY DATA SHEETS

AeroTech Division, RCS Rocket Motor Components, Inc.

Safety Data Sheet
Prepared in accordance with 29 CFR § 1910.1200 (g)
6.6

SECTION 1. IDENTIFICATION
Product identifier: AeroTech-branded Model rocket motor, high power
rocket motor, hobby rocket motor, composite rocket motor, rocket motor
kit, rocket motor reloading kit with the trade names White Lightning™, Blue
Thunder™, Black Jack™, Black Max™,
Redline™, Warp-9™, Mojave Green™, Metalstorm™, Metalstorm DM™ or
Propellant X™.
Manufacturer: RCS Rocket Motor Components, Inc., 2113 W 850 N, Cedar
City, UT 84721, 435-865-7100, emergency response number: Infotrac
(352) 323-3500
Recommended use: Propulsion for hobby rockets.

6.7

SECTION 2. HAZARD IDENTIFICATION
Hazard classification: Explosive 1.4S (under 30 grams per motor or
propellant grain) and explosive 1.4C (30 to 62.5 grams per motor or
propellant grain).

6.8

SIGNAL WORD: FLAMMABLE
Hazard statement: Caution: Rocket motors and reload kits are
flammable; rocket motors may become propulsive in a fire. All propellants
give off varying amounts of Hydrogen Chloride and Carbon Monoxide gas
when burned, Mojave Green propellant also produces Barium Chloride.

6.9

PICTOGRAMS:
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Precautionary Statement: Do not smoke near rocket motors and reload
kits and keep away from open flames and other heat sources.
7
7.1
7.2
7.3

DESCRIPTION OF ANY HAZARDS NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED: N/A
UNKNOWN TOXICITY STATEMENT: N/A
SECTION 3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS
CHEMICAL NAME: N/A
Common name and synonyms: Model rocket motor, high power rocket
motor, hobby rocket motor, composite rocket motor, rocket motor kit,
rocket motor reloading kit.

8

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE (CAS) NUMBER OR OTHER UNIQUE
IDENTIFIERS: N/A

9

IMPURITIES AND STABILIZING ADDITIVES: N/A
The chemical name and concentration of all ingredients: These products
contain varying percentages of Ammonium Perchlorate, Strontium and/or
Barium Nitrate dispersed in synthetic rubber with lesser amounts of
proprietary ingredients such as burn rate modifiers and powdered metal
fuels. Rocket motor ejection charges contain black powder.
Trade secret statement: The specific chemical identity and/or exact percentage
(concentration) of composition of some ingredients has been withheld as a trade
secret.

9.1

SECTION 4. FIRST AID MEASURES
Necessary first-aid instructions: If ingested, induce vomiting and call a
physician. If combustion products are inhaled, move to fresh air and call a
physician if ill effects are noted. In the case of skin contact, wash area
immediately and contact a physician if severe skin rash or irritation
develops. For mild burns use a first aid burn ointment. For severe burns
immerse the burned area in cold water at once and see a physician
immediately.
Description of the most important symptoms or effects, and any symptoms
that are acute or delayed: Coughing, tightness of chest in the case of inhalation,
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redness, blistering or charring of skin in the case of burns, upset stomach, vomiting,
or diarrhea in the case of ingestion.
Recommendations for immediate medical care and special treatment
needed, when necessary: If ingested, induce vomiting and call a physician.
If combustion products are inhaled, move to fresh air and call a physician
if ill effects are noted. In the case of skin contact, wash area immediately
and contact a physician if severe skin rash or irritation develops. For mild
burns use a first aid burn ointment. For severe burns immerse the burned
area in cold water at once and see a physician immediately.
9.2

SECTION 5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES

10 RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUITABLE EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT, AND
INFORMATION ABOUT EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT THAT IS NOT
APPROPRIATE FOR A PARTICULAR SITUATION: USE WATER WHEN
FIGHTING ANY PROPELLANT FIRE, FOAM AND CO2 ARE INEFFECTIVE.
Advice on specific hazards that develop from the chemical during the fire,
such as any hazardous combustion products created when the chemical
burns: Rocket motors may become propulsive in a fire. All propellants give
off varying amounts of Hydrogen Chloride and Carbon Monoxide gas when
burned, Mojave Green propellant also produces Barium Chloride.
Recommendations on special protective equipment or precautions for
firefighters: Full-face respirators recommended to prevent from inhaling toxic
combustion byproducts.
10.1 SECTION 6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
11 PERSONAL PRECAUTIONS AND PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: N/A
12 EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES,
INCLUDING
INSTRUCTIONS
EVACUATIONS, CONSULTING EXPERTS WHEN NEEDED,
APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE CLOTHING: N/A

FOR
AND

Cleanup procedures: Put motors and reload kit components back into shipping
bags. Disposable rubber gloves are recommended for handling Mojave
Green propellant grains.
12.1 SECTION 7. HANDLING AND STORAGE
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Precautions for safe handling: Disposable rubber gloves are recommended
for handling Mojave Green propellant. Keep away from flames and other
sources of heat. Do not smoke within 25 feet of product. Do not ingest. Do
not breathe exhaust fumes. Keep in original packaging until ready for use.
Recommendations on the conditions for safe storage, including any
incompatibilities: Store in a dry location, away from open flames and other heat
sources. Do not store near acids.
12.2 SECTION 8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION
13 OSHA
PERMISSIBLE
EXPOSURE
LIMITS
(PELS),
AMERICAN
CONFERENCE OF GOVERNMENTAL INDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS (ACGIH)
14 THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUES (TLVS): N/A
Appropriate engineering controls: Do not use rocket motors and reload kits
indoors.
15 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PERSONAL PROTECTIVE MEASURES TO
PREVENT ILLNESS OR INJURY FROM EXPOSURE TO CHEMICALS: DO
NOT USE ROCKET MOTORS AND RELOAD KITS INDOORS. DO NOT BREATHE
EXHAUST FUMES.
16 ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PPE, PROTECTIVE CLOTHING OR
RESPIRATORS: N/A
16.1 SECTION 9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Plastic bags or cardboard tubes containing black plastic
cylinders and various colored parts.
17 UPPER/LOWER FLAMMABILITY OR EXPLOSIVE LIMITS: PROPELLANT
IGNITES AT 550 DEG. F.
Odor: Slight.
18 VAPOR PRESSURE: N/A
Odor threshold: N/A Vapor
density: N/A pH: N/A
Relative density: Density of propellant ranges from 0.058 to 0.065 lb/𝑖𝑛3
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19 MELTING POINT/FREEZING POINT: N/A
20 SOLUBILITY(IES): N/A
21 INITIAL BOILING POINT AND BOILING RANGE: N/A
22 FLASH POINT: N/A EVAPORATION
RATE: N/A
23 FLAMMABILITY: FLAMMABLE.
24 UPPER/LOWER FLAMMABILITY OR EXPLOSIVE LIMITS: N/A
25 VAPOR PRESSURE: N/A
26 VAPOR DENSITY: N/A
27 RELATIVE DENSITY: N/A
28 SOLUBILITY(IES): N/A
29 PARTITION COEFFICIENT: N-OCTANOL/WATER:
IGNITION TEMPERATURE: 550 DEG. F.

N/A

AUTO-

30 DECOMPOSITION TEMPERATURE: 550 DEG. F.
31 VISCOSITY: N/A
31.1 SECTION 10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY
31.2 REACTIVITY.
Description of the specific test data for the chemical(s): All available test
data indicates that the product is stable at normal temperatures.
31.3 CHEMICAL STABILITY.
32 INDICATION OF WHETHER THE CHEMICAL IS STABLE OR UNSTABLE
UNDER NORMAL AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AND CONDITIONS WHILE
IN STORAGE AND BEING HANDLED: PRODUCT IS STABLE AT NORMAL
TEMPERATURES.
32.1 OTHER.
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33 INDICATION OF THE POSSIBILITY OF HAZARDOUS REACTIONS,
INCLUDING A STATEMENT WHETHER THE CHEMICAL WILL REACT
OR POLYMERIZE, WHICH COULD RELEASE EXCESS PRESSURE OR
HEAT, OR CREATE OTHER HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS. ALSO, A
DESCRIPTION OF THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH HAZARDOUS
REACTIONS MAY OCCUR:
Product autoignites at 550 deg. F.
List of all conditions that should be avoided: Open flames, smoking near
product, acids, other heat sources.
34 LIST OF ALL CLASSES OF INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS: ACIDS,
PEROXIDES.
35 LIST
OF
ANY
KNOWN
OR
ANTICIPATED
HAZARDOUS
DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS THAT COULD BE PRODUCED BECAUSE
OF USE, STORAGE, OR HEATING: OXIDES OF CARBON, HYDROGEN
CHLORIDE, BARIUM CHLORIDE (MOJAVE GREEN PROPELLANT ONLY), METAL
OXIDE FUMES.
35.1 SECTION 11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION
36 INFORMATION ON THE LIKELY ROUTES OF EXPOSURE: INHALATION,
SKIN EXPOSURE, INGESTION.
Description of the delayed, immediate, or chronic effects from short- and
long-term exposure: Propellant is an irritant in the case of skin and eye
contact, may be extremely hazardous in the case of ingestion, and may be
toxic to kidneys, lungs and the nervous system. Symptoms include
respiratory irritation, skin irritation, muscle tightness, vomiting, diarrhea,
abdominal pain, muscular tremors, weakness, labored breathing, irregular
heartbeat, and convulsions. Inhalation of large amounts of combustion
products may produce similar but lesser symptoms as ingestion.
37 THE NUMERICAL MEASURES OF TOXICITY: N/A
Description of the symptoms: Coughing, tightness of chest in the case of
inhalation, redness, blistering or charring of skin in the case of burns, upset stomach,
vomiting, or diarrhea in the case of ingestion.
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38 INDICATION OF WHETHER THE CHEMICAL IS LISTED IN THE
NATIONAL TOXICOLOGY PROGRAM (NTP) REPORT ON CARCINOGENS
(LATEST EDITION) OR HAS BEEN FOUND TO BE A POTENTIAL
CARCINOGEN IN THE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY FOR RESEARCH ON
CANCER (IARC) MONOGRAPHS (LATEST EDITIONS) OR FOUND TO BE A
POTENTIAL CARCINOGEN BY OSHA: N/A
38.1 SECTION 12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION
39 DATA FROM TOXICITY TESTS PERFORMED ON AQUATIC AND/OR
TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS: N/A
40 POTENTIAL FOR THE CHEMICAL TO PERSIST AND DEGRADE IN THE
ENVIRONMENT EITHER THROUGH BIODEGRADATION OR OTHER
PROCESSES: UNKNOWN.
41 RESULTS OF TESTS OF BIOACCUMULATION POTENTIAL: N/A
42 THE POTENTIAL FOR A SUBSTANCE TO MOVE FROM THE SOIL TO THE
GROUNDWATER: UNKNOWN.
Other adverse effects: There are concerns that perchlorate has the potential for
thyroid problems in certain individuals.
42.1 SECTION 13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
Description of appropriate disposal containers to use: None. Rocket motors
and reload kits should be disposed of by burning.
Recommendations of appropriate disposal methods to employ: Bury loaded
rocket motor in hole in ground with only the nozzle exposed, away from people,
buildings, animals and flammable materials. Ignite motor electrically from a safe
distance. Propellant and other pyrotechnic materials will burn until consumed. After
the motor has cooled down, dispose of spent components in an inert trash receptacle.
43 DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES THAT
MAY AFFECT DISPOSAL ACTIVITIES: NONE ANTICIPATED.
Language discouraging sewage disposal: Do not dispose rocket motors and
reload kits in a sewer system.
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Any special precautions for landfills or incineration activities: Do not dispose
of rocket motors and propellant materials in landfills. Dispose by burning as described
above.
43.1 SECTION 14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION
UN number: Varies according to the specific product.
UN proper shipping name: Varies according to the specific product. Transport
hazard class(es): Hazard class 1 or 4 depending on whether special permit DOT-SP
7887 is used.

44 PACKING GROUP NUMBER: II.
45 ENVIRONMENTAL
HAZARDS:
NONE.
GUIDANCE
ON
TRANSPORT IN BULK: NONE
SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS: NONE.
45.1 SECTION 15. REGULATORY INFORMATION

Any national and/or regional regulatory information of the chemical
or mixtures: Rocket motors producing over 80 N-sec of total impulse and
all reload kits may only be sold to individuals over 18 years of age per
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) regulations. Consult Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations before flying rockets using RCS
rocket motors or reload kits.
45.2 SECTION 16. OTHER INFORMATION
45.3 DATE OF PREPARATION AND LAST REVISION: OCTOBER 28, 2015
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Section 1: Identification
Product Identifier: Black Powder (includes all grades )
Manufacturer's Name: GOEX Powder, Inc.
Address:

Informational Telephone Number:1-(318) 382-9300

P.O. Box 659 Emerg. Phone Number: 1-(800) 255-3924 (Chem Tel )

Doyline, LA 71023-0659
Recommended Use: for use in competitive and recreational shooting, muzzleloading hunting and the U.S. Military .
Section 2: Hazard(s) Identification
Hazard category:
Signal Word
Hazard statement Pictogram
Division 1.1

Danger

Explosive; mass explosion hazard

Target Organ Warning:

Above OSHA levels, chronic exposure may cause skin irritation and damage to the respiratory system,
and acute exposure can cause skin, eye, and respiratory irritation.
Section 3: Composition/information on ingredients
Component CAS-Number
Weight %
Charcoal 16291-96-6 8-18 % Sulfur
Potassium Nitrate

7704-34-9 9-20 %

7757-79-1 70-76 %

Graphite (note: not contained in all grades of black powder) 7782-42-5 <1 %
Section 4: First-aid measures
Ingestion:
* Not a likely route of exposure. If ingested, dilute by giving two glasses of water and induce vomiting.
Avoid, when possible and contact a Poison control center for advice on treatment, if unsure.
Eye Contact:

* Not a likely route of exposure. Flush eyes with water.

Inhalation:

* Remove patient from area to fresh air. If not breathing, give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth
to mouth. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Seek prompt medical attention. Avoid when possible.

Skin Contact:

* wash the affected area with copious amounts of water. Some persons may be sensitive to product. Injury from

detonation:

* Seek prompt medical attention immediately.

Note to Physician: * Treat symptomatically.
Section 5: Fire-fighting measures
Extinguishing media:
* Water may be used as the extinguishing method. DO NOT FIGHT EXPLOSIVES FIRES. Evacuate the
area according to Emergency Response Guide 112 guidelines. Isolate the area and guard against any intruders.
Special Procedures:
* Black Powder is extremely flammable and may deflagrate. Get away and evacuate the area.
Unusual Hazards: * As with any pyrotechnic, if under confinement or piled in slight confinement, Black Powder can explode.
No known toxic fumes are emitted, but good ventilation should still be present.
Flash Point: not applicable.
Auto ignition Temp: Approximate range: 392o -8670F /(200o-464oC)
NFPA Ratings: Health=1
Advice and PPE for Firefighters:

Flammability=3 Reactivity=1
* Fires involving Black Powder should not be fought unless extinguishing media can be applied
from a well protected and distant location from the point of fire. Self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) and protective clothing must be worn. Follow Emergency Response Guide
112. Wash all clothes prior to reuse.

Section 6: Accidental release measures
Personal precautions, protective equipment and emergency procedures:
*
Non-flammable or flame retardant clothing should be worn when cleaning up spilled material. Material is sensitive to ignition from
sources such as heat, flame, impact, friction or sparks. Therefore, non-sparking utensils should be used.
Spill/leak response: * Use appropriate personal protective equipment. Isolate area and remove sources of friction, impact, heat,
low level electrical current, electrostatic or RF energy. Only competent, experienced persons should be
involved in cleanup procedures.
Environmental precautions:
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*

Clean up spills immediately using non-sparking utensils Do not dispose of in the ground.

*
Spill residues may be disposed of per guidelines under Section 13: Disposal Considerations.
Section 7: Handling and storage
Storage Conditions: * Store in a cool, dry place in accordance with requirements of 27CFR555.201-555.219 (ATF Subpart K)
*
Avoid heat, impact, friction and static. Protect against heat effects. Keep away from heat, open flame and ignition
sources.
*

Absolutely no smoking around open powder or packages. Keep away from combustibles. Avoid electrostatic charges. *

Store in a cool, dry place Do not store in the same area with highly combustible materials.
*
Keep containers closed at all times when not being used. Keep out of reach of children. Open and handle container with
care. * Follow all local, state and federal laws when storing this product.
Section 8: Exposure controls/personal protection
Personal protection for routine use:
* Respiratory protection is not normally needed. If significant dusting occurs, a NIOSH approved dust mask should be worn. Good
ventilation is recommended when working with Black Powder. Gloves may be worn to protect skin. Safety glasses with side shields are
recommended for eye protection. Flame retardant outerwear such as coveralls or lab coat may be worn.
Health Hazards (Acute or chronic): * TLV is unknown for ingestion of dust.
Signs/Symptoms of Exposure:
* Burning or itching of the eyes, nose or skin; shortness of breath.
First Aid Procedures:
* Remove the patient from exposure and if skin contact, wash the affected area with water
Section 9: Physical and chemical properties
Physical State: Granular powder Solubility: Good in water
pH: 6.0-8.0

Vapor Pressure/Density: not applicable

Appearance: Black in color

Auto-ignition Temp.: 392o -867o F /200o -464o C

Odor: No odor detectable Boiling Point: Not applicable
Section 10: Stability and reactivity
General Information:
* Loading data and the instructions for loading must be observed.
Hazardous decomposition:

* Detonation produces hazardous overpressures and fragments (if confined). Gases produced may be toxic if
exposed in areas with inadequate ventilation.

Conditions to Avoid:

Avoid heat, impact, friction or static. Protect against heat effects. Keep away from heat, open flame and
ignition sources. A violent burn or deflagration could occur by above mentioned items.

Substances to Avoid:
Avoid contact with alkaline substances or strong acids.
Section 11: Toxicological information
* LD50 Values: unknown
* TLV unknown for ingestion of dust. Some persons may be unusually sensitive to the product.
* None of the components of Black Powder are listed as a carcinogen by NTP, IARC or OSHA.
* Routes of entry include Skin, Inhalation and Ingestion. (Acute Toxicity=Category 4) per Table A.1.1 of 29CFR1910.1200
Section 12: Ecological information
*
Do not dispose of powder or residues into any water streams or bodies of water. Avoid spilling powders onto any soils. Clean up
any spills promptly.
*
No known adverse effects on marine or other aquatic organisms.
Section 13: Disposal considerations
*
Care must be taken to prevent environmental contamination from the use of this material. The user
has the responsibility to dispose of unused material, residues and containers in compliance with all relevant laws and regulations regarding
treatment, storage and disposal for hazardous and non-hazardous waste. Powder can be burned in very small quantities and in very thin layer
and must only be ignited from a safe distance.
*
Desensitize by diluting in water. Open train burning, by qualified personnel, may be used for
Waste Disposal:
disposal of
small unconfined quantities. Dispose of in compliance with Federal Regulations under the authority of RCRA
(40CFR Parts 260-271).
*

Do not dispose of the black powder container into a fire.
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Section 14: Transport information
Label required: Explosive

Highway:
Class or division: 1.1 D or 4.1 Flam Solid-(if <100 pounds ).
UN Number: UN0027 (NA0027 for 4.1 Flam Solid)
Shipping Name: Black Powder
Air Transport:

Forbidden!

Maritime IMDG
Class or division: 1.1D
UN Number: UN0027
Shipping Name: Black Powder
Section 15: Regulatory information
* All products related to Black Powder are reported annually as per Community Right-to Know (Tier II). Black Powder has been approved
by PHMSA and copies of the approvals are on file with Environmental, Health and Safety Manager.
Section 16: Other information
Prepared By:

Mark Wendt, Environmental, Health and Safety Manager

SDS Creation Date:
SDS Print Date:

email: mwendt@hodgdon.com

April 1, 2014

April 1, 2014
Disclaimer:
The information provided on this Safety Data Sheet is correct to the best of our knowledge, information and
belief at the date of its publication. The information given is designed only as a guide for safe handling, use,
processing, storage, transportation, disposal and release and is not to be considered as a warranty or quality
specification. The information relates only to the specific material designated and may not be valid for such
material used in combination with any other material or in any process, unless specified in the text.
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APPENDIX E: APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Subpart C— Amateur Rockets
§ 101.21 Applicability.
(a) This subpart applies to operating unmanned rockets. However, a person
operating an unmanned rocket within a restricted area must comply with
§101.25(b)(7)(ii) and with any additional limitations imposed by the using or
controlling agency.
(b) A person operating an unmanned rocket other than an amateur rocket as
defined in §1.1 of this chapter must comply with 14 CFR Chapter III. [Doc. No. FAA–
2007–27390, 73 FR 73781, Dec. 4, 2008]
§ 101.22 Definitions. The following definitions apply to this subpart:
(a) Class 1—Model Rocket means an amateur rocket that:
(1) Uses no more than 125 grams (4.4 ounces) of propellant;
(2) Uses a slow-burning propellant;
(3) Is made of paper, wood, or breakable plastic;
(4) Contains no substantial metal parts; and
(5) Weighs no more than 1,500 grams (53 ounces), including the
propellant.
(b) Class 2—High-Power Rocket means an amateur rocket other than a model
rocket that is propelled by a motor or motors having a combined total impulse
of 40,960 Newton-seconds (9,208 pound-seconds) or less.
(c) Class 3—Advanced High-Power Rocket means an amateur rocket other
than a model rocket or high-power rocket. [Doc. No. FAA–2007–27390, 73 FR
73781, Dec. 4, 2008] § 101.23 General operating limitations. (a) You must
operate an amateur rocket in such a manner that it:
(1) Is launched on a suborbital trajectory;
(2) When launched, must not cross into the territory of a foreign country
unless an agreement is in place between the United States and the country of
concern;
(3) Is unmanned; and
(4) Does not create a hazard to persons, property, or other aircraft.
(b) The FAA may specify additional operating limitations necessary to ensure
that air traffic is not adversely affected, and public safety is not jeopardized.
[Doc. No. FAA–2007–27390, 73 FR 73781, Dec. 4, 2008]
§ 101.25 Operating limitations for Class 2-High Power Rockets and Class 3Advanced High Power Rockets.
When operating Class 2-High Power Rockets or Class 3-Advanced High
Power Rockets, you must comply with the General Operating Limitations of
§101.23. In addition, you must not operate Class 2-High Power Rockets or
Class 3-Advanced High Power Rockets—
(a) At any altitude where clouds or obscuring phenomena of more than
five-tenths coverage prevails;
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(b) At any altitude where the horizontal visibility is less than five miles;
(c) Into any cloud;
(d) Between sunset and sunrise without prior authorization from the
FAA;
(e) Within 9.26 kilometers (5 nautical miles) of any airport boundary
without prior authorization from the FAA;
(f) In controlled airspace without prior authorization from the FAA;
(g) Unless you observe the greater of the following separation distances
from any person or property that is not associated with the operations:
(1) Not less than one-quarter the maximum expected altitude;
(2) 457 meters (1,500 ft.);
(h) Unless a person at least eighteen years old is present, is charged with
ensuring the safety of the operation, and has final approval authority for
initiating high-power rocket flight; and
(i) Unless reasonable precautions are provided to report and control a
fire caused by rocket activities.
§ 101.27 ATC notification for all launches. No person may operate an
unmanned rocket other than a Class 1—
Model Rocket unless that person gives the following information to the
FAA ATC facility nearest to the place of intended operation no less than 24
hours before and no more than three days before beginning the operation:
(a) The name and address of the operator; except when there are
multiple participants at a single event, the name and address of the
person so designated as the event launch coordinator, whose duties
include coordination of the required launch data estimates and
coordinating the launch event;
(b) Date and time the activity will begin;
(c) Radius of the affected area on the ground in nautical miles;
(d) Location of the center of the affected area in latitude and
longitude coordinates;
(e) Highest affected altitude;
(f) Duration of the activity;
(g) Any other pertinent information requested by the ATC facility.
§ 101.29 Information requirements.
(a) Class 2 High-Power Rockets.
When a Class 2—High-Power Rocket requires a certificate of waiver or
authorization, the person planning the operation must provide the information below
on each type of rocket to the FAA at least 45 days before the proposed operation. The
FAA may request additional information if necessary to ensure the proposed
operations can be safely conducted. The information shall include for each type of
Class 2 rocket expected to be flown:
(1) Estimated number of rockets,
(2) Type of propulsion (liquid or solid), fuel(s) and oxidizer(s),
(3) Description of the launcher(s) planned to be used, including any airborne
platform(s),
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(4) Description of recovery system,
(5) Highest altitude, above ground level, expected to be reached,
(6) Launch site latitude, longitude, and elevation, and
(7) Any additional safety procedures that will be followed.
(b) Class 3—Advanced High-Power Rockets. When a Class 3—
Advanced High-Power Rocket requires a certificate of waiver or authorization the
person planning the operation must provide the information below for each type of
rocket to the FAA at least 45 days before the proposed operation. The FAA may
request additional information if necessary to ensure the proposed operations can be
safely conducted. The information shall include for each type of Class 3 rocket
expected to be flown:
(1) The information requirements of paragraph (a) of this section,
(2) Maximum possible range,
(3) The dynamic stability characteristics for the entire flight profile,
(4) A description of all major rocket systems, including structural,
pneumatic, propellant, propulsion, ignition, electrical, avionics, recovery, wind
weighting, flight control, and tracking,
(5) A description of other support equipment necessary for a safe
operation,
(6) The planned flight profile and sequence of events,
(7) All nominal impact areas, including those for any spent motors and
other discarded hardware, within three standard deviations of the mean
impact point,
(8) Launch commit criteria,
(9) Countdown procedures, and
(10) Mishap procedures.
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6.1.6c National Fire Protection Association Regulations
NFPA 1122: Code for Model Rocketry
'Model rockets' are rockets that conform to the guidelines and restrictions defined in the NFPA 1122
document. These rockets weigh less than 1500 grams, contain less than 125 grams of total fuel, have
no motor with more than 62.5 grams of fuel or more than 160 NS of total impulse, use only pre‐
manufactured, solid propellant motors, and do not use metal body tubes, nose cones or fins. One
inconsistency with this is the CPSC definition of a model rocket motor, which by their definition must
contain no more than 80NS total impulse. NFPA 1122 contains the most complete definition of a model
rocket and the model rocket safety code. This is the same safety code as adopted by NAR. 'Large Model
Rockets' is a term used in the FAA FAR 101 regulations. It refers to NAR/NFPA model rockets that
are between 454 and 1500 grams (1 to 3.3 pounds) total liftoff weight and contain more than 113 grams
but less than 125 grams of total fuel.
NFPA 1127: Code for High Powered Rocketry
'High power rockets' are rockets that exceed the total weight, total propellant or single motor total
impulse restrictions of model rockets, but otherwise conform to the same guidelines for construction
materials and pre‐manufactured, commercially made rocket motors. High power rockets also allow the
use of metal structural components where such a material is necessary to insure structural integrity of
the rocket. High power rockets have no total weight limits, but do have a single motor limit of no more
than O power (40,960NS maximum total impulse) and have a total power limitation of 81,920NS total
impulse. NFPA document 1127‐1985 contains the most complete definition of a high power rocket
and also the high power rocketry safety code. This safety code has been adopted by both the NAR and
TRA. Metal bodied rockets are allowed by NFPA 1127 where metal is required to insure structural
integrity of the rocket over all of its anticipated flight.
6.1.6d State of Alabama Regulations
11‐ 47‐ 12. Gunpowder and explosives storage.
It is the duty of the corporate authorities of every city or town to provide a suitable fireproof building
without the limits of the town or city for the storage of gunpowder or other explosive material on such
terms as the corporate authorities my prescribe.
13A‐ 11‐ 224. Keeping gunpowder or explosives in city or town
Any person who keeps on hand, at any one time, within the limits of any incorporated city or town, for
sale or for use, more than 50 pounds of gunpowder or other explosives shall, on conviction, be fined
not less than $100.00. The explosive material on such terms as the corporate authorities may prescribe.
6.1.6e Tripoli Rocketry Association Requirements for High Power Rocket Operation
1. Operating Clearances. A person shall fly a high power rocket only in compliance with:
a. This code;
b. Federal Aviation Administration Regulations, Part 101 (Section 307,72 Statute 749, Title 49
United States Code, Section 1348, “Airspace Control and Facilities,” Federal Aviation Act of 1958);
and
c. Other applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations, statutes, and ordinances.
d. Landowner permission.
2. Participation, Participation and Access at Tripoli Launches shall be limited to the following:
2‐1 HPR Fliers may access and conduct flights from the High Power Launch Area and/or
Model Rocket Launch Area.
2‐2 Non‐Tripoli Members age 18 and over that are students of an accredited educational
institution may participate in joint projects with Tripoli members. These individuals are allowed in the
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High Power Launch Area and/or Model Rocket Launch Area if escorted by a Tripoli member. The
maximum number of non‐member participants shall not exceed five (5) per Tripoli Member.
2‐3 Non‐Tripoli Members that are members of a Named Insured Group may participate in joint
projects with Tripoli members. These individuals are allowed in the High Power Launch Area and/or
Model Rocket Launch Area if escorted by a Tripoli member. The maximum number of non‐member
participants shall not exceed five (5) per Tripoli Member.
2‐4 Tripoli Junior Members that have successfully completed the Tripoli Mentoring Program
Training may access and conduct flights from the High Power Launch Area while under the direct
supervision of a Tripoli Senior member in accordance with the rules of the Tripoli Mentored Flying
program. The Tripoli Senior member may provide supervision for up to five (5) individuals that have
successfully completed the Tripoli Mentoring Program Training at a time in the High Power Launch
Area.
2‐5 Children younger than 18 years of age may conduct flights from the Model Rocket Launch
Area under the direction of a HPR Flier.
2‐6 Attendance by Invited Guests and Spectators
2‐6.1 An invited guest may be permitted in the Model Rocket Launch Area and
preparation areas upon approval of the RSO.
2‐6.2 An Invited Guest may be allowed in the High Power Launch Area if escorted by
a HPR Flier. A HPR Flier may escort and be accompanied by not more than five (5) non‐HPR
fliers in the High Power Launch Area. The HPR flier escort is required to monitor the actions
of the escorted non‐HPR fliers, and the escort is fully responsible for those actions and for the
safety of those escorted.
2‐6.3 Spectators, who are not invited guests, shall confine themselves to the spectator
areas as designated by the RSO and shall not be present in the High Power Launch Area or
Model Rocket Launch Area.
3. Referenced Publications
The following documents or portions thereof are referenced within this code. The edition indicated for
each reference is the current edition as of the date of the NFPA issuance of this document.
3‐1 NFPA Publications. National Fire Protection Association, I Batterymarch Park, P.O. Box
9101, Quincy, MA 02269‐9101
NFPA 1122, Code for Model Rocketry.
NFPA 1125, Code for the Manufacture of Model Rocket Motors.
NFPA 1127, Code for High Power Rocketry
3‐2 Government Publications. Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington DC 20402.
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations, from the Code of Federal Regulations. Federal
7/31/2012
Hazardous Substances Act, from the United States Code (re. Airspace Control)
3‐3 TRA Publications. Tripoli Rocketry Association, Inc., P. O. Box 87, Bellevue NE 68005.
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws
High Power Rocketry Safety Code
Tripoli Motor Testing Committee (TMT), Testing Policies
4. Additional Tripoli Rulings
A‐1 NFPA 1127 was adopted by the Tripoli Board of Directors as the Tripoli Safety Code.
(Tripoli Report, April 1994, Tripoli Board Minutes, New Orleans, 21 January 1994, Motion 13.) Since
this adoption, the code has gone through some revisions. Such is the way with codes – they are
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constantly undergoing change to improve and update them when safety prompts, or when the federal
regulations change or are reinterpreted
A‐2 All Tripoli members who participate in Association activities shall follow the Tripoli
Certification Standards.
A‐3 Any Board action(s), with regard to safety, made previous to or after publication of this
document shall be a part of the Tripoli Safety Code.
A‐4 Increased descent rates for rocket activities conducted at the Black Rock Desert venue are
acceptable if needed to insure a controlled descent to remain inside the FAA approved Dispersion Area.
A‐5 A rocket motor shall not be ignited by using:
a. A switch that uses mercury.
b. “Pressure roller” switches
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